We’re creating a special course for you!

A NEW COURSE FOR 10.º ANO!

DIGI UP 10.º ano is a new course that has been specially created for this level. We have taken into consideration
the best and most modern teaching techniques in order to meet the needs of the 21st century.
Those who have chosen Leirilivro know how valuable the personalised support of a specialised publisher is.
We offer more than 300 extra resources, including PowerPoint® presentations, videos, songs, games, planning
and assessments.

Come and explore everything that DIGI UP 10.º ano has to offer you!

• Level B1.1/B1.2 of the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages
• Focuses on all the areas of competence in the Perfil do Aluno
• Works systematically through the Aprendizagens Essenciais
• Based on 21st Century Skills
• Suitable for Curricular Flexibility
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WHAT DOES

OFFER YOU?

For the Teacher
• Teacher’s Book (with keys in margins and Suggested Answer section. Includes a classical literature
reader for extensive reading)
• Teacher’s Workbook (with keys in margins)
• Planning (lesson, module and annual plans)
• Teacher’s Interactive Ebook (offline - no login - no installation)
• 72 Extra worksheets (Reading, Grammar & Vocabulary)
• Review Worksheets 3.º ciclo (Grammar & Vocabulary)
• 55 PowerPoint® presentations
• 95 videos
• DIGI UP Trivia Games
• Songs (with comprehension worksheets)
• Assessments (with speaking cards, quizzes, tests, rubrics & grids)
• Free access to Sala Digital for the duration of the course

Printed version - available throughout the duration of the course

• TEACHER’S BOOK

• TEACHER’S WORKBOOK

• PLANNING

For the Student
• Student’s Book (includes a classical literature reader for extensive reading)
• Workbook (suitable for self-study)
• Licença Digital (includes audios & videos) - free component with the purchase of the Student’s Book
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STUDENT’S BOOK - MODULE SCHEME

HOW DO THE MODULES WORK?
Each module follows the same structure, thus guiding the student in the acquisition of knowledge.

read/understand diverse text types; interpret explicit/implicit information; decode key
words/phrases; express opinion; develop critical thinking; group work activities

READING

Life online

1.1

3

READING

1.1

1 Speaking the same language
2 Getting ahead online

• teleconferencing

A She can’t use it easily.
B A pen pal recommended it.
Listen to or read the text. What apps does it mention?
3 How does Nathan feel about chatrooms?
A They just don’t appeal to him.
B They are only for schoolwork.

5

1

C It did not cost anything to install it.
D She is learning Japanese on it now.
C They don’t have all the answers.
D They make schoolwork more fun.

Match the words in bold in the text with their synonyms below.

Watch the videos
and answer the questions:
1 How do we form the
affirmative, negative and
interrogative forms of
the present simple and
the present continuous?
2 Name three time words/
phrases we use with
each tense.

CritiCal
thinking
Who gets
B All my mates
are mad
about football,
butait‘close
gets afriend’
bit status
10on your social media accounts?
dull playing itExplain
day in why.
day out. I decided to do something
different – running. The only drawback is I don’t like
running on my own, so IRank
downloaded
an app that
puts me
in friendships in order of importance.
the drawbacks
of social
media
contact with Justify
other runners
in my area. The app lets me plan
your opinions.
runs, set targets, and even compete against other runners. In
15
on with
likes Harry.
• cyberbullying
• making
fact, I’m off •forfocusing
a run now
We met through
the comparisons
having
very few ‘real’ friends • less face-to-face contact
app and hit it• off
immediately.

UNIT

Nathan, Maryland,
USA

2

20

25

life online

Jerry … (seem) upset. What’s wrong?
… (you/know) how to use this app?
Leonor … (want) to find a British cyber friend to improve her English.
Jane … (have) her own blog about travelling.
Mitch … (prefer) talking in person to texting.
My new online friend … (not/look) very happy in her online photo.
My pen pal’s parents … (own) a small restaurant in the heart of Chester.
I … (not/understand) why you didn’t receive my email – I sent it yesterday.

5

6

7

8

VERBAL COMMUNICATION

1

Which of the ways of communication in Ex. 1b do you use most? What for? Discuss with
your partner.

3

Choose the correct verb. Check in your dictionary.

1 Brian doesn’t use video conferencing to contact his friends very often. RARELY

Read the complete

14 1.1

1
Watch the videos and
answer the questions:
1 How do we form the
affirmative, negative and
interrogative forms of
the past simple and the
past continuous?
2 Name four time
expressions we use with
each tense.

Listen and match the names (Simone, Steve and Robert) with the ideas they
express (1-7). All the ideas apply only once. Use only one name for each idea.
Simone

Steve
Robert

computer
• board
•• computer
• board
• name
name
•• in
• page• in • page

Speaking

3

CritiCal thinking What other ways can you suggest to improve: vocabulary?
fluency? grammar? listening skills?
life online

1.1 15

16 1.1

student. Use the phrases to ask and answer questions about him as in the example.
Choose the correct item. Give reasons.
A: Did Alfonso use to share a flat with a friend?
1 Jane was writing/wrote an email
tohe
herdidn’t.
pen friend
when
the at
phone
rang/was ringing.
B: No,
He used
to live
home.
2 While Jill was waiting/waited for the bus, it rained/was raining heavily.
3 Sarah picked up/was picking up her phone and sent/was sending her friends a group
message.
4 It was so cold yesterday. It snowed/was snowing and a chilly wind blew/was blowing.
• share a flat with a friend
5 At 7pm yesterday, Mary was browsing/browsed
• live at home some online shops.

1.3

multiculturalism =
the belief that all
different cultures in a
society are equally
important

Reading

1

• people speak the language of theBhost
country as well as their own
Polish
• people might dress differently if they
want
C Pakistanis
• people celebrate their own customs and festivals
D separately
Bangladeshis
• people live in closed communities
from the others
• people are part of society but 3maintain
identity
What istheir
trueown
about
the Irish in the UK?
A There are fewer now than in 2001.
Read the title of the text and the chart. What is the text about?
B They are not considered non-UK born residents.
Listen and read to find out.
C There are over half a million of them.
D Their numbers are still growing.

2

One
All cultures

Watch the video. Why did
the British make local
populations speak English?
How did that help people
moving to the UK?

4 What does the writer suggest about the ‘melting pot’?
A It celebrates similarities.
B It makes everyone the same.
C It is another word for
multiculturalism.
Most frequent country of birth for residents
■ 2001
1 Currently, approximately 7.5 million UK
from outside the UK
■ 2011
800k
D – Itthat’s
does not bring
people together.
residents were born in other countries
700k
almost 1 in every 8 people, and that figure is
600k
growing (see chart comparing
Matchnon-UK
the words in
bold in the text with their synonyms below.
500k
5 residents in 2001 and 2011). In fact, the UK is
• parts
• mixing •400kabout • problems • number • real
immigrate
= to arrive
in
such
a multicultural
country,
that
in London,

ds
Words
Wor
used

Con f

currently = at this time
resident = a person who
lives in a place
minority = a small
group
migrant = a person who
moves to another
country to live/work
citizen = a person who
lives in a city/country

Thousands

4

a different
country
300k
the capital
city,
whitesoBritish are actually a
Use the verbs
as to live
there
200k box to complete the sentences.
minority.
Other
cities, such as Manchester
and in the
permanently
100k
Birmingham,
have similarly large
migrantwas offered
1 Manuel
a job in London and decided to … from Portugal to the UK.
emigrate = to leave the
0k
India
Poland
Pakistan
Republic
Germany Bangladesh
10 communities that make residents there feel
2 A lot of birds … to warmer countries during
the cold, winter months.
of Ireland
country you were born
Source: ONS
like they are world citizens.
in and go to live in
3 Thereisisaa poem on the Statue of Liberty dedicated to anyone who wants to … to the
Some people claim that multiculturalism
another country
‘melting pot’ of cultures. However, aUSA.
melting is about accepting various cultures, respecting

5

permanently

them and celebrating them under one 20
potmigrate
holds =
lots
different
to of
move
from elements, blending
common language: English. Certainly,
15 themone
together,
place togetting
go and rid of differences until
everything
or looks the same. True multiculturalism is not without its challenges,
live/work isin another
“Language and culture are the
home through which humans
multiculturalism,
on(used
the other hand, enjoys the but it seems the UK is no longer just the
for a short time
frameworks
of the British.
differences
thatofall
these nationalities bring. It CritiCal
for groups
people,
thinking Discuss
experience, communicate, and
animals, etc)
the quotation. What might it mean for
understand reality.”
people living in foreign countries?
Lev Vygotski, Russian psychologist

Speaking

life online

“

Writing

7

digital Citizen Collect information about ethnic groups in your country (how
many people from other nationalities live in your country, where they come from, etc).
Draw a chart and write a text similar to the ones in Ex. 2. Present the ethnic groups to
the class.

1.1 17

life online

18 1.1

life online

1.1 19

life online

GRAMMAR

VOCABULARY

LISTENING

GRAMMAR

INTERCULTURAL
COMPETENCE

READ NG

GRAMMAR

VOCABULARY

L STEN NG

GRAMMAR

CROSS-CURR CULAR
APPROACH

read/understand diverse text types; interpret explicit/implicit information; analyse texts with different
points of view; decode key words/ideas; interact/participate in discussion; develop critical thinking

1GRAMMAR
.3

READING

3

READING

For questions 1-8, choose from the texts (A-D). The texts may be chosen more than once.
Which person mentions:

Mobility, youth and languages

1 an extracurricular activity that involves teamwork
Read the questions and
2 that they missed their own country
underline the key words.
Scan the text and
3 that they stayed with local people
underline the parts
4 having trouble with the language
related to the questions.
5 following their personal interests
Read the
questions
again
Read
about
different
types of student
exchange
programmes
andfor
complete
the gaps
6 that the
experience
was positive
their future
career
and answer
one by need, skills, abroad, difference, promote, period. Which programme do
(1-7)
with:them
diversity,
7 that the programme helped with their future studies
one,find
referring
to the
texts.interesting? Why?
you
the
most
8 making friends from lots of different countries
Some information might
be paraphrased.

GRAMMAR

1.3

1

4

Watch the video and
answer the questions:
1 Which are: the personal
subject/object
pronouns?
2 How do we use the
possessive pronouns?
3 Name some expressions
with reflexive pronouns?

Match the words in bold in the text with their synonyms below.
• area • chance • choices • communicate • go to • local

5

Match the underlined words in the text with their antonyms below.
• casually • denied • got worse • past • pleased • the same

6

Explain the following phrases in your own words.
allow young people to connect to their local communities and make a 6) … to the lives of
reach an agreement
animals or people
in 7) …
once-in-a-lifetime
experience

1

4

2

5

3

7

conference = an
official meeting to
discuss business,
politics, science, etc
ambassador = an
official
representative
current affairs = the
political or social
events taking place
now
negotiate = to discuss
sth formally to
reach an
agreement
academic credits =
units that represent
a completed or
part of a course
sustainable = without
causing damage to
the environment
networking = meeting
people who might
prove useful in
one’s profession

Lucia, Italy

Danny, Ireland
D

1.3 39

Natalie,
Germany

ExchangE/community PRogRammES

40 1.3

a whole year. You can also decide whether you

A nervous
B organised

Choose the correct item.

Travel Taster

4

European Union
Riga, Latvia
6 months
student dormitory

e.g. All three of them are organised by the European Union.
1 Nearly every/each university runs a student exchange programme these days.
2 There aren’t enough scholarships for the all/whole basketball team to study abroad.
ExchangE/community PRogRammES
3 Either Amy or Tom is/are going to show the foreign exchange students around campus.
4 Unfortunately, none/both of these programmes offer on-campus accommodation.
5 Neither Emma or/nor Sandra has met the new exchange student at their school yet.
6 Are there other/another programmes available? I’m not very keen on this one.

ExchangE/community PRogRammES

C easy-going
D curious

E shy
F adaptable

G reserved
H responsible

42 1.3

3

ExchangE/community PRogRammES

Listen again and mark the sentences Yes or No.
1 The expert believes that most people go abroad on a gap year.
2 The expert suggests that there is no fixed time for taking a gap year.
3 Both speakers agree that many students are ready for university after high school.
4 The expert feels certain that students who take a gap year will get a job.
5 The expert thinks volunteering can help students decide on their career.
6 The expert believes learning a foreign language can make a gap year a more positive
experience.
7 The expert believes everyone should take a gap year.
8 The expert claims that anyone who has not left their country before will get a shock.

Read the rubric and
underline the key words
in the sentences to get
the main idea of the
recording. While you are
listening, keep in mind
that the information can
be paraphrased.

Complete the gaps with the correct noun derived from the adjective in bold.

Hi Maria,
I’m having a great time on my language course. It’s my first time away from home but I’m already
enjoying my 1) … (independent). The teachers are nice, and the other kids are very friendly. We had a
party the other night and it was absolute 2) … (mad)! Now I understand the 3) … (important) of the
phrase ‘work hard, play hard’: I study hard during the day and let off steam at night. No one seems to
mind if we make a lot of noise as long as we follow all the 4) … (safe) rules. It’s also our 5) …
(responsible) to clean up after the parties. As for French, I will soon be speaking like a native!
Well, that’s all for now. Talk soon.
Leonor

1.3 41

Listen and complete the sentences with a word/phrase. Check with a partner.

1 The expert is talking to students who are in their … .
2 The expert also works as a(n) … .
3 A gap year refers to a year between leaving … and starting … .
4 Most people who decide to take a gap year decide to … .

Watch the video:
1 Which are the relative
pronouns?
2 Which relative pronouns
refer to: people? things/
animals? possession?
3 Which are the relative
adverbs?
4 Which relative adverb
refers to: places? reason?
time?

CritiCal thinking What advantages and disadvantages of taking a gap
a)
year are mentioned in the recording? Can you think of any other advantages/
disadvantages? Discuss in pairs.
CritiCal thinking Would you like to take a gap year after school?
b)
Why/Why not? Have a class discussion.
ExchangE/community PRogRammES

1.3 43

1
2

3

After you listen
4

4

GRAMMAR

VOCABULARY

LISTENING

Speeches can be informative (e.g. a scientific presentation), persuasive (e.g. a political speech),
instructional (e.g. a speech about how to write a good CV) or ceremonial (e.g. a graduation
speech).

The English language
1

Reading

44 1.3

Relatives

p. 224

1 What type of speech are you going to give?
2 Who are you going to speak to?

2

When
3 is the speech4 going to be about?
1 giving a speech,
2
6
5
3 What
you can use numbered
4 What is the purpose of the speech?
cue cards with key words
so that you
can at the picture and the title of the article. What do you think the article is
Look
remember
you and read to find
Watch
about?what
Listen
out.a student delivering a speech on the topic in Ex. 6. Number the cue cards below
want to say next.
and complete the gaps (1-6) with the following words:

6

• easy 1) … & cooperation
• do business anywhere

6

1 The professor is talking to his students. They are going abroad. (who)
2 I’ll never forget the day. I arrived in New York City. (when)
1 Is that the girl whose/who’s brother is studying in America?
3 This is the reason. Everyone should volunteer. (why)
2 Jack is a student who/which enjoys travelling.
4 I read a lot of travel blogs. I find them on the Internet. (which)
3 This isn’t the jacket which/whom I bought while I was studying in London.
5 The volunteer programme has 50
4 Do you remember the time where/when we volunteered as camp leaders? It was so
participants. Many of them are students.
much fun.
(whom)
5 The reason which/why I didn’t study abroad is because I didn’t want to live away from
6 Lucas is studying in Ireland. His family live in
my family.
Norway. (whose)
6 Where is the application form when/that you filled out yesterday?
7 This is the children’s hospital. I volunteered
7 Has the school where/which we
used
study stopped
here
lasttosummer.
(where)accepting exchange students?
8 The woman to who/whom you
spoke
earlier
mother. project. It was
8 Mila
took
part is
inmy
a community
very interesting. (that)
Fill in: who, where, when, which, whose, why, whom.
Choose the correct item.

colony = a country
ruled by another
country
territory = an area of
land
commerce = buying/
selling goods
paper = a piece of
writing
broadcaster =
a company that
produces TV/radio
programme
spread = affect an
area or more
people/things
rate = a speed

Speaking

My sister, … speaks three languages, is currently studying in Vienna.
September is the month … most students start their exchange programmes.
Complete the sentences so they are true for you. Use relative pronouns/adverbs.
The reason … I chose to study in London was because I wanted to improve my English.

7

4 There are times …
I like
teachersstudents
…
Monday is the day on … the1new
exchange
arrive.
5 I enjoy school projects …
2 some
I can’tofstand
places…
I think I’ll study in Brussels …
my relatives
live.
6 The reason/I learn English ….
3 I like subjects
…
Sebastian wants to find an organisation
… study-abroad
programmes are affordable.
ExchangE/community PRogRammES
The person to … I spoke informed me that they had received my application.
The professor … teaches English at my university is a published author.
The library, … I often go to study, is on the fifth floor.
The girl, … name is Rebecca Moore, was awarded a scholarship to study abroad.

ExchangE/community PRogRammES

GRAMMAR

Do you
speak
English?

Nǐ huì
shuō

• multinational • level • official • communication • staff • performance

B EN EFI T S yīngyǔ

Parlez-vous
A
anglais?

Join the sentences using the relative pronoun or adverb in brackets. Add commas
Read the blog entries. Underline
the necessary.
relative pronouns and circle the relative adverbs.
where

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

5

INTERCULTURALITY
Read the task and answer the questions.

Match the flags to the names
ofschool
countries.
What do an
all event
the countries
haveEnglish
in common?
Your
is organising
to celebrate
Language Day.
Teachers,
parents
and• students
attend. You have been asked to give a
• the UK • the USA • Australia
• New
Zealand
Canada •will
Ireland
speech about the importance of the English language in the business world.

3 can be omitted.

Choose the correct item. Decide which clauses are defining (D) and which are non-

UNIT
READING

PUBLIC SPEAKING
SKILLS
Types
of Speeches

3 Let’s apply for this volunteer programme which/when was launched last year in Greece.
Hello everyone!
4 The
when/where
we usually have English is on the third floor.
I’m learning English because I need it for my future career. I’m studying
to classroom
become a journalist
and the university
where I go requires us to complete most of our assignments in English.
fact, the
professor to whom
submit
all
5 MyInfriend
who’s/whose
bikeII’m
borrowing
is doing an internship in Braga.
my work is from Cambridge! Thankfully, my best friend, whose parents are British, helps me with my pronunciation.
6 The thing which/why I dislike the most about travelling abroad is jetlag.
Nyala, 25/11
7 Hassan whose/who’s agreed to help me is studying Economics in California.
8 Brazil when/where I stayed with a host family for 6 months is fantastic!

a) You are going to listen to a discussion with an education expert about taking a gap
year. Before you listen, check these words/phrases in your dictionary.

b)

Watch the video. Why is
English considered the
most important language?

Hey readers,
defining (ND). Put commas where necessary. Which of the relatives can be omitted?
For me, learning English is important because it’sWhich
the language
technology.can
Most
the computer games
that I
of theofrelatives
beofsubstituted
with that?
play are in English. Lost Ark 4, which is the game I enjoy the most, includes a lot of English dialogues and
instructions. Sure, there are subtitles, but sometimes
gets
lost
and it puts
me at a disadvantage.
1 Doinformation
you know
the
reason
when/why
Janice doesn’t want to study abroad?
Emil, 25/11
2 Joe who/which gives talks about studying abroad was once an exchange student.

• gain • overwhelmed • mature • distraction • tailor • intern • immerse • culture shock

Read the list of personality characteristics. Which are: positive? negative? Which would
be useful for a student who wants to travel abroad? Why?

To form nouns from adjectives, we use these suffixes [endings]: -ance (arrogant-arrogance), -ence
(patient-patience), -ness (happy-happiness), -ity (responsible-responsibility), -y (honest-honesty).

At English Exchanges, we offer exchange
programmes in both the UK and the USA.

You can
choose to study for either
semester or
Student
Swap
Liveone
Abroad

or with
a host
Europeanwant
Unionto live in a student dorm
European
Union
family – each option has its own advantages!
Location
Munich,
Germany
Budapest, Hungary
All our students receive a certificate at the end of their course.
6 months
1 year
Contact
us via email at interest@englishexchanges.com
to find out more.
Duration
student dormitory
with host family
Accommodation

Organised by

5

1.3

PUBLIC SPEAKING SKILLS

1.3

Here’s why...

family and was able to speak to the locals. My sister, who is a tour guide, has
3 cannot be omitted.
inspired me to improve my English so perhaps I can get a job like hers.
Alfonso, 24/11

interpret explicit/implicit information; decode key words/ideas; interact/participate in discussions;
communicate unidirectional/bidirectional; research autonomously; prepare/give a speech

1.3

p. 224

Why learn English?
4

Read the first sentence. Look at the underlined key words. Which statement (a or b)
best paraphrases the first sentence?

While you listen
2

Defining/Non-defining relative clauses

GRAMMAR

Watch the video:
The course which started last month is very interesting. (defining)
1 What is the
Peter, who has been studying English for six years, will study Engineering in London.
difference between
(non-defining)
defining and
non-defining
relative clauses?
Read the examples in the theory box. Mark the sentences T (true) or F (false).
2 When can relative
pronouns be
B Non-defining relative clauses
A Defining relative clauses
Hi guys!
omitted?
1 are not put in commas.
1 new
are put in commas.
The reason why I learn English is because I love travelling and meeting
3 Which relative can
people. I’ll always remember the time when I went on holiday to London
2 give extra information.
2 with
givemy
necessary information.
never be omitted?

3 You are certain to enjoy yourself on the course.
a You will definitely enjoy yourself on the course.
b You might enjoy yourself on the course.

Choose the correct word.

Word

Use all, both, neither and none to compare the three student exchange programmes.

Exchang

5
ExchangE/community PRogRammES

3

Immerse yourself in an

environment and
Speaking English-speaking
improve your English fast!

ENG9LISH
es

GRAMMAR

1.3

2 She helps out at a youth club in the summer.
a She visits the youth club in the summer.
b She volunteers at the youth club in the summer.

1 Why don’t you do a short online course/curriculum/programme to improve your
English?
2 Sarah is going to leave/apply/graduate from high school this year.
3 Paul attended the professor’s lecture/lesson/seminar on the history of cinema.
4 The end/deadline/period to complete the application form is 15th June.
5 All students are welcome to enter/join/take one of our after-school clubs.
6 Phoebe practises/learns/studies piano in the music room after class.

Determiners

4

GRAMMAR

1 He is interested in studying abroad.
a He would like to study abroad.
b He has studied abroad before.

Have you ever wanted to 1) … a language course abroad? Trinity College in Ireland
offers two courses: one for just a 2) … focusing on learning the English language
through lessons and workshops, and one for a whole academic 3) … which offers
students the chance to 4) …lectures in various subjects and improve their English
language skills. The university has a large 5) … with first-class facilities, including a
modern sports centre, an indoor swimming pool, computer 6) … and much more. We
offer reasonable 7) … and we can arrange 8) … with a 9) … family. If you wish to
receive an information pack, please 10) … online at trinitycollege.ie.

2

1.3

Before you listen
1

CritiCal thinking What are the main pieces of information in the advert? What
b)
other information might be useful to a student interested in the summer course?
Discuss in pairs.

1 I’ve left some drinks and snacks out on the table, so please help … .
Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence.
2 Can you see that blonde girl over
I think
this pen
is …5. words, including the word in bold.
You there?
must use
between
3 and
3 These are my friends from summer camp; … are from Belgium.
1 Alex is from Scotland. James is from Scotland too. AND
4 You should come with … to Australia; we’re all going to have so much fun.
Both … from Scotland.
5 My computer turned … off. What’s wrong with it?
2 Billy, Connor and Alison went on an exchange programme to New York. THEM
All … on an exchange programme to New York.
pp. 222-223
3 Maryis can’t
French. Peter
can’t speak
French
CAN
Read the brochure. Which determiner:
usedspeak
with singular
countable
nouns?
takeseither.
a
Neither Mary … speak French.
plural verb?

Watch the video:
1 What is the difference
between each and every?
2 Which determiner has: a
positive meaning? a
negative meaning?
3 Which determiner takes
either a verb in the
singular or plural
depending on the
subject that follows?

LISTENING

a) Complete the gaps in the advert with the words in the list.

Hi Jessa,

8

Speaking

school

Name as many cases as

How are you?
the Which
second are:
month
of my exchange
Read the blog entry. Look at the pronouns
in It’s
bold.
personal
subjectprogramme in 1) … Bratislava and I’m having
possible.
such a possessive
wonderful time.
2) … Slovaks
seem apronouns?
little unfriendly at first (they’re not the type to smile at
pronouns? personal object pronouns?
pronouns?
reflexive
2 When do we omit the?
strangers in the street), but once you get to know them, they are very kind and generous. I live in a
Name as many cases as
Choose
the correct item.
neighbourhood called Petržalka on the right bank of 3) … Danube River. In 4) … morning, I cycle
possible.
across a big bridge on my way to school – the view is stunning. I have made lots of friends and after
1 This is Jeremy, an exchange student. He’s a good friend of mine/me.
class, we often play 5) … tennis or go swimming in 6) … Drazdiak Lake. Last weekend, a group of
2 Hope you enjoy yourself/you on your exchange programme this summer!
us went to 7) … Danubiana Meulensteen Art Museum. We took at boat there from the city centre. It
3 He’s applying for this exchangewas
programme
new
people. is such a beautiful country. I have
one of 8) …because
best dayhe/him
trips I’velikes
ever meeting
been on. 9)
… Slovakia
4 Is this application form you/yours?
Let’s
take
learned
a little
bitaoflook.
10) … Slovak since I arrived, but I need to study more – it’s quite difficult!
5 To begin the interview, please Looking
tell me/Iforward
why you
want to
study
to hearing
about
yourabroad.
exchange programme.
Laura
Fill in the gaps with: hers, us, itself, they, yourselves.

1.3

understand discourse; follow lines of argumentation; conceive situations
where specific knowledge can be used; develop critical thinking

VOCABULARY

• register • attend • do • labs • fees • accommodation • host • campus • semester
• year

the/–

3

9

C

1

7

In pairs, answer the following questions.

CritiCal thinking Rank the following advantages of student exchange
I’ve always loved politics, so last year,programmes
I joined the model
UN (United
Nations) clubHave
at my a class discussion.
in order
of importance.
school in Prague. The best part wa
learn another
appreciate my
language
prepare
own country
become more
learn about
Michal, Czechmake new
for life after
independent Republic friends
new culture(s)

use vocabulary related to mobility, youth and
languages; form nouns with suffixes

1.3
Mobility, youth and languages

VOCABULARY

Watch the video:

Pronouns
1 When do we usepp.
the?221-222

1
2

I took part in an Erasmus programme
a couple of years
agohad
in Scotland.
I stayed in Aberdeen,
CritiCal thinking
If you
the opportunity
to participate in a student exchange
which was completely different
from my which
hometown
andofit took
me someprogramme
time to get used
to the you choose and which
programme,
type
exchange
would
regional dialect. Overall,
though, it Why?
was a once-in-a-lifetime experience and I made friends
country?
with lots of people from all over the world. I am still in touch with most of them and I believe
that the whole experience has really opened my mind. Now, I feel I’m a global citizen!

8

1.3

from Spain but I met them here in London during my
student exchange programme. We go to the same school
and we all love movies and music. What about you? Tell
me
p. 223
about yourself and your friends.
Read the email and fill in the or – .
Isabel

global citizen

1 Besides improving their language skills, what other benefits did the speakers gain from
Want
to improve your language skills and experience more of the
their
experiences?
world?
Well, maybe
it’s time
to takeexchange
advantage ofstudents
one of the face, according to the texts?
2 What
problems
might
foreign
various exchange programmes out there. Here’s what four students
say about the benefits exchange programmes have to offer...

1.3

Fill in: either, both, all, another, every, other, neither. There are two extra items.

1 Our school organises a social event for all of the exchange students … Friday.
2 … Daniel and Mark have applied to study in Barcelona next year.
3 When I was studying in Paris, I called home every … day to speak to my family.
Hi readers!
4 … of the boys had considered studying abroad until they saw a documentary about it;
My name is Isabel. I am sixteen years old. Here
a photoboth going to Berlin next term.
nowisthey’re
of me with two friends of mine: Lucia and Marta. They are
5 The exchange programme in Edinburgh was great so I decided to stay for … 3 months.

life-long memories
broaden my horizons
Listen to or read the texts. What types of programmes do the teens mention?

2

6

GRAMMAR

Reading

Watch the video.
What is the aim of each
programme?

use relative pronouns/adverbs; use relative clauses; relate to
various types of information; produce statements to give opinion

use pronouns; use determiners; use the/-

Exchange/Community Programmes 1.3

1.3

1.3

Read the questions
statementsand
C They prefer to live in the three largest UK cities.
underline
and
find the
thekey
keywords.
words.
INTERCULTURALITY D More of them live in London than white British people.
Listenthe
Read
fortext
words
andand
study
phrases
the
chartthat
again
mean
more
the
Read the dictionary definition of
Which
of thehas
following
arethe most over the decade?
2 multiculturalism.
Which non-UK born
residents
increased
same. to answer the
carefully
characteristics
of multiculturalism? Decide in pairs. Suggest two more ideas.
questions.
A Indians

READING

READING

38 1.3

1 What is said about non-UK born residents?
A Their children are considered UK citizens.
B They are only 8% of the total UK population.

Contact with other languages

6

UN T

1.2

3 For questions 1-4, choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D).
INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE

• take the train to university
• walk to school
Put the verbs in brackets into the past simple or the past continuous. Give •
reasons.
cook his own meals
• Mum cook all meals
1 Who … (you/talk) to when I …
yesterday?
• (see)
go toyou
bed
early
• stay up late
2 It was hot and the sun … (shine). We … (look) forward to our school day trip.
3 Chris … (read) a web magazine while his sister … (watch) videos online.
4 I always … (buy) my books online when I was a student.
5 What … (you/do) at 8pm yesterday evening?
6 Ben … (not/chat) with his friends at all yesterday because he … (have) lots of homework.
7 Mike … (turn on) his computer and … (sign in) to his social media account.

After you listen
4

life online

The computer
A an action which happened at3a specific
time intechnician
the past? arrived during our meeting. HAVING
computer
arrived
while
… a meeting.
B two or more actions which wereThe
happening
at technician
the same time
in the
past?
4 The students don’t mind turning off their phones at the start of class anymore. GOT
C past habits?
students
D an action which was in progressThe
in the
past? … their phones at the start of class.
E background information in a story?
F past actions which happened one immediately after the other?
G a past action which was in progress when another action interrupted it?
H a past action which won’t take placeFive
again?
years ago, Alfonso was a high school student. Now he is a university

6

2

Listen again and decide if statements 1-6 are T (True) or F (false). Correct the false
statements.
1 Simone enjoyed using the software and materials.
2 Simone hopes that her pen pal will visit her one day.
3 Steve took a less traditional approach to learning English.
4 Steve uses English websites for schoolwork.
5 Robert’s favourite part of the course were the morning lessons.
6 Robert discovered a new advantage to speaking English.

1 My new … allows me to type a lot faster.
2 James can remember his …, but not his password.
3 Sally prefers watching films on her … – the screen is bigger than on her phone.
4 A lot of teens use the … button on social media platforms to tell everyone where they
are.
5 You can find all the important information on the company’s … .

13

life online

3

Form compound nouns with the words in the boxes. Then use them to complete the
sentences.

• user
• tablet
key
• user
• tablet
• key •• home
• home • check
• check

5

While you listen

Compound nouns are nouns formed by two or more words. The two words can be joined
together (smart + phone = smartphone), joined with a hyphen (e + reader = e-reader), or be two
separate words (digital + camera = digital camera).

Writing

4

More than 6 million people in the US alone are now studying online
and this number is constantly rising. Why is online learning
becoming so popular? It is clear that there are several advantages.
Firstly, it is often cheaper than attending school or university and
many courses on offer are completely free. This means that students
who cannot afford higher education have more options available for
them. Another benefit that online learning offers is flexibility.
Students can organise their study schedule around their work or
family responsibilities and save both time and money as they don’t
have to travel to classrooms and lecture halls. Online courses are an
excellent option to help you earn that degree you need to make your
dreams come true. All you need is to choose the best course for you!

1 I am looking forward to travelling more.
2 My peers were holding me back.
3 I want to study abroad when I am older.
4 I didn’t speak English well.
5 I started doing an English course by chance.
6 My love for music proved useful.
7 At first I didn’t want to learn English at all.

Hey everyone!
Guess where I am? That’s right, New York! My friend Jasmine and I 1) arrived in New
Readand
theI theory.
correct
item. when we were
York a week ago. Jasmine
often 2)Choose
watchedthe
Friends
together
students, so we were really
exciteduse
to finally
see NYChave
in real
life.
1 I didn’t
to/wouldn’t
a smartphone
when I was younger.
First, we 3) visited Central Park and rented a bike to explore it. The park first 4) opened
2 He isn’t used to wake up/waking up early in the mornings.
in 1857 and now it attracts more than 35,000,000 visitors every year. There were
3 When
we were
teenagers,
we would
talk/were
lots of people walking, cycling
or just
enjoying
the weather
in the picnic
area.talking
A light online every day after school.
breeze 5) was blowing 4andDavid
the autumn
leaves
It wasbut
sohe
beautiful!
Weto/is used to it after a while.
didn’t like
thewere
new falling.
app at first,
got used
stopped for a while to listen
to a pair
of street musicians:
theemail
man to
6) her
wascyber
playingfriend
the yesterday.
5 Ashley
wrote/used
to write an
guitar while the woman was singing. The whole atmosphere was wonderful!
6 Ben used to/would be addicted to social media, but he doesn’t use it at all now.
The thing I loved the most about New York is the mix of different cultures and
These
days,English
most people
are used
to/get
to having Internet access 24 hours a day.
languages. Even 7
some
of the
words are
new to
me. used
For instance,
yesterday morning,
were
breakfast
the to
hotel
As Iwhen you were a student?
8 we
Did7)you
usehaving
to/Did
you getatused
gorestaurant.
out every day
8) was waiting in line to get some juice, I heard a man order a grilled cheese
– apparently that’sComplete
a toastie! the
I guess
theresentence
are a lot more
differences
than fries
second
so that
it has a similar
meaning to the first sentence.
and crisps or biscuitsYou
andmust
cookies!
use between 3 and 5 words, including the word in bold.
Don’t forget to check out my awesome New York photos!
1 The kids started playing an online
game
at 7:00 and finished at 8:00. WERE
POST
A COMMENT
The kids … at 7:30.
2 When Sally was younger, she didn’t have a mobile phone. USE
Read the blog entry. Identify the tenses
bold.
pastshe
tense
we use
for:
When in
Sally
wasWhich
younger,
… ado
mobile
phone.

1.1

INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE

1.1

Past simple/Past continuous

Read the text. Pay attention to the underlined words. Which speaker does it match?

Word
4

relate to different cultural universes; compare one’s culture to other cultures;
develop critical thinking; research online; organise/perform tasks autonomously

1.1

p. 220

• We can use used to/would or the past simple to talk about past habits/actions.
We used to travel/would travel/travelled abroad every summer when I was a kid.
• We use used to or the past simple to talk about past states.
BLOG aHOME
p. 219
My grandparents
used to have/had
cottageMAIL
in the countryside.
• be/get used to + noun/pronoun or -ing form = be/get accustomed to
Pamela isn’t used to long flights. Did you get used to living alone?

Watch the video.
1 What is the main
difference between
used to and would?
2 What is be/get used
to followed by?

A The speaker compares online and classroom courses.
B The speaker gives reasons why online courses are becoming more attractive.
C The speaker explains the advantages and disadvantages of online learning.

2

used to/would – be/get used to

GRAMMAR

Read the statements A, B and C. Find the key words.

NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION

2

6 A: Do you watch/Are you watching the live broadcast of the concert later, June?
B: No, it is starting/starts at midnight. That’s too late for me!

12 1.1

Read the statements and
and find
find
the key
the words.
key words.
Listen
Listen
for
words
for words
and phrases
and that
phrasesthethat
mean
same.
mean the
same.

1 To make your computer faster, just install/upgrade a new hard drive.
2 Which site can I use to upload/download Drake’s new track from?
3 Scroll/Delete to the bottom of the page to find the ‘send message’ icon.
4 Do students need a password to transfer/access the school platform?

sentence, the
then the
Underline
correct verb form. Brian … to contact his friends.
gapped one. Identify the
2 Who is the owner of this tablet? DOES
1 A:grammar
What
are you
structure
the doing/do you do right now?
… to?
sentence
asks for.
B:second
I am
reading/read
an onlineWho
magazine.
This will help you
3 I don’t understand some people’s rude behaviour online. BEING
2 A:complete
Do you
always read/Are you always reading the news on your phone?
the gapped
I don’t understand why some people … online.
it meansspend/am usually spending an hour a day on the train, so it’s really
B:sentence
Yes.soI that
usually
4 Their meeting is planned for Saturday morning. MEETING
the same
as the first one.
convenient.
They … Saturday morning.
3 A: Mum, Tom is always using/always uses my laptop without asking!
B: Don’t worry, we get/are getting him his own laptop for his birthday next month.

GRAMMAR

1.1

Before you listen

b) Put the ways to communicate under the correct category. Check with a partner.

4 Α: My pen pal’s dad is working/works as a travel journalist for an online newspaper.
Write a few sentences about yourself (your daily routine, your habits, your plans for
B: Really? How often is he travelling/does he travel abroad for his job?
the weekend, etc.)
5 A: All students use/are using the Internet for their homework these days.
life online 1.1
B: I don’t think so. Some don’t have/aren’t having Internet access at all.

1.1 11

life online

1.1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

7

30

4

6

9

10 1.1

3

use the past simple and past continuous tenses;
use used to/would – be/get used to

GRAMMAR

1.1

LISTENING

a) Label the photos. Use: eye contact, vlogging, facial expressions,
microblogging, hand gestures, video call, direct messaging, body language.
2

5

Speaking

D The first thing I do when I get a school assignment is go
online and check out the chatrooms. They’re really handy for
schoolwork. I needed to up my grades this semester, and these
chatrooms and discussion forums have got me back on track.
As a bonus, I’ve met plenty of new friends online and we text
24/7. One rule, though – no schoolwork. Keep that for the
chatrooms!

1

1.1

understand discourse; follow speakers’ argumentation;
present alternatives

VOCABULARY

MEDIA

1

Hi Jane,
Thanks for your email. I’m sorry for not replying earlier but I am really busy at school. I 1) am
Correct
the sentences.
studying very hard these days for
my Biology
exam next week. It’s my favourite subject. Do
you know that the human heart 2)1beats
moreuse
than
threemedia
billionalways?
times in an average person’s
Do you
social
lifespan? Amazing! What’s your favourite school subject? This evening, I have a piano lesson.
2 This app is costing a lot of money.
It 3) starts at 6pm. After that, I 4) am meeting my friend Laura at the sports centre. Her mum
3 Rebecca
chat
friends
every day.
5) works there as a swimming instructor.
We 6)
go with
thereher
every
Wednesday.
We usually go
4 the
Timothy
doesn’t
the Internet
for hisLaura
homework.
swimming but they 7) are cleaning
pool this
week,wants
so we to
areuse
playing
tennis instead.
8) is always boasting about how5she’s
stronger
swimmer
than me,
but I think
I’m better at
My afriends
and
I are usually
meeting
on Sundays.
tennis, so I’m looking forward to winning
tonight’s
6 Adam
alwaysmatch!
spends his free time online, which is really annoying.
Write back soon,
Jessica
Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence.
You must use between 3 and 5 words, including the word in bold.

1 How would Charlotte prefer to communicate with Em?
A Last year,2weWhy
moved
across
Australia
from Melbourne
to messages?
do you
think
Orla doesn’t
like translating
Darwin. I was gutted at first as I was leaving behind my best
friend, Em – she’s like a sister to me. We’ve been keeping in
5
CritiCal thinking Do you think using social media
to keep in touch with your
touch over the Internet, though, and it’s been a life-saver. We
friends is better than seeing them face-to-face? Why? Why not?
phone, we text and we FaceTime each other day and night. It
might not be as good as face-to-face contact, but we chat
about everything. Em, I’m really missing you!

C I’m learning Spanish so I downloaded a free app that
connects you to native speakers. I had no idea that there are
so many people online eager to chat in their own language or
in English! The app can correct my texts in Spanish and also
translate what’s sent to me, although I try not to do that too
much. I met Isabella on the app and we text all the time. The
app’s not just for Spanish, though – it’s for all languages. In
fact, I’m thinking of taking up Japanese; I might make a
Japanese friend, too.

The Internet/Emails

1.1

State verbs

8

Orla, Kilkenny,
Ireland

VOCABULARY

4

7

Oliver, Manchester,
UK

1 … (it/get) very cold in Canada during the winter months?
2 My pen pal … (not/live) in Porto; she … (live) in Coimbra.
3 I … (visit) my cyber friend Julian in America next week!
pp. 218-219
4 Why … (you/always/look)
at your phone during dinner? It’s rude.
5 The
Internet
… Which
(not/work)
at the moment – let’s call a technician.
Read the email. Identify the verb
tenses
in bold.
describes
6 Digital media … (become) more popular these days.
A a routine/habit
7 What time … (the webinar/finish)?
B a permanent state
8 … (you/chat) with your friends online every evening?
C a timetable/schedule
D a general truth/law of nature
p. 219
E an action happening now/around the time of speaking
Put the
verbs in brackets into the correct tense.
F a fixed arrangement in the near
future

Watch the video. What are
state verbs? Can you name
five state verbs?
To: Jane
From: Jessica
Subject: news!

6

face-to-face = in
person
translate = to change
words/phrases into
another language
take up = to start doing
sth regularly
assignment = a project
on track = progressing
and likely to do well
bonus = an unexpected
benefit
rule = an instruction

use vocabulary related to the Internet/emails;
form compound nouns

1.1

Put the verbs in brackets into the present simple or the present continuous. Give reasons.

G a complaint
H a temporary situation

• boring • extremely disappointed • great help • put right • problem • useful
• increase • keen
It’s not always easy to make friends. Luckily, there are ways to strike up (and keep)
1
friendships online. Here are a few bloggers
who’ve
been savedquestions.
by social media.
Answer
the following

Charlotte, Darwin,
Australia

3

GRAMMAR

Present simple – Present continuous

Reading

2

1.1

GRAMMAR

1.1

Matching headings
For questions 1-3, choose the correct option (A, B, C or D).
Read each paragraph
and think of a short MEDIA
1 What does Oliver think about the app?
sentence that sums it
It’s aingreat
to your
makefriends?
friends. Which one C
It’s difficult to use.
up. Then
look at theways do you use toAkeep
Which
of these
touchway
with
is your
choices of headings
B It helps him exercise on his own.
D It’s possible to use it too much.
favourite?
Why? Tell the class.
and see if one of them
• chatrooms
• textdoes
messaging
socialthe
networks
2 What
Orla say•about
app?
matches yours.• email • video chat

1
Watch the video. How has
social media affected the
speaker’s friendships?

GRAMMAR

3 The healthy side of the Internet
4 Keeping friends together

Pen/Cyber 4friends

use the present simple and present continuous tenses;
use state verbs

1.1

READING

Match the headings (1-4) to the blog entries (A-D).

“

1.1

ma?

PR OB L EMS
B

• takes time for English-only policy
• staff may feel worth is tied to 3) …
of English

7

3

speech?
When researching online,
use only trustworthy
Read
decide
if thethese
sentences
are T appropriate
(True), F (False)
or DS (Doesn’ttechniques.
Replace
with other
opening/closing
internet
sitesthe
(e.g.article
online again and b)
Say). Then
encyclopedias
and explain the words/phrases in bold.
reliable news sources) to
digital Citizen Research online and collect information about English as the
1 Britain had colonies on every continent.
find accurate and
language of new technologies: why it is the language of new technologies/benefits/
2 Many
previous colonies problems.
are now English-speaking
countries.
up-to-date
information.
Write your speech
and create numbered cue cards with the key information.

8

3 Swedish scientists write Give
their your
papers
in English.
speech
to the class.
4 10 million websites use English.
5 75% of global travel is to an English-speaking country.

1.3 45

4
46 1.3

WHY
C
• 1 in 4 people speak English
• 1/2 a billion people use English online
• corporate language - 5) … companies

recruit 2) … from all over the world
English is the•most
widely spoken language in the world.
them use English and more than 25% of all Internet
• standard 6) … language - shipping/
•users
4) …
Let’s see why.• people travel/advance career
areaffected/mistakes
English speakers. made
travel industries
• Britain was once a superpower with colonies in North • Movies, music, TV, radio, magazines, newspapers, and
America, India, Africa, Australasia and many other
the global reach of broadcasters – like the BBC – have
territories around the world. Since
Britain dominatedtechniques
helped to spread English around the world at an
Opening/Closing
world trade, English became theYou
global
language.
When
incredible rate
since WW2.to start your speech and attract the audience’s
can
use one
of the following
techniques
these countries later becameattention,
independent,
some
and to
end it• International
in a powerful
wayhas
so that
the members
travel
also expanded
the of
usethe
of audience remember it:
decided to keep English as their •official
asklanguage.
a rhetorical question
what thetravel
futureis holds
English.(Well,
Aroundwho
75%knows
of international
by non-for the English language?)
• use
a quotation
SouthEnglish
African speakers
political leader
Nelson Mandela once said, “If you talk to a
• English is the language of business,
commerce,
science, (Thenative
to non-English-speaking
a language
understands,
goes to
hisishead.
If you
talk to him in his own language,
medicine, law and navigation. That isman
whyin
English
is the hecountries,
but thethat
language
used
English.
All pilots
that goes
his heart.”
Today
discuss
thetoo.
importance of the English language.)
leading language of scientific research
andtopapers
and
cabin we
crewwill
speak
English,
• address
the audience
many
youmore
speak
Englishoffluently?
worldwide no matter what nationality
the authors
are. The (How
fact that
thereofare
speakers
English as…a How many of you speak
than
foreign
language?
/ So, letthan
methere
finish
asking
you this: don’t you all agree that
This also explains why most Businessmore
degrees
are one
taught
second
or foreign…
language
arebynative
speakers
English
is perhaps
language?)
in English and multinational companies
require
their the
of most
Englishimportant
shows quite
clearly how much of a global
employees to speak English.
language English really is.
• English is the most common language spoken on the
a) Watch
Internet. Of the world’s top 10 million websites,
54%the
of video again. Which techniques does the speaker use to open/close her

ExchangE/community PRogRammES

1.3 47

CritiCal thinking Think of two other situations where it is important to speak
English. Tell the class.

ExchangE/community PRogRammES

PUBLIC SPEAKING
SKILLS

use vocabulary related to textspeak;
learn prepositions, phrasal verbs, idioms

1.1

Textspeak
1

(text + speak) is the
type of language and
spelling (often used by
teens when texting)
that contains short
forms of words and
phrases.

A great

2 Hey, WUZUP? U OK?

B bye for now

3 GL on your test 2morrow

C please text back
D talk to you later

5 Did U get my txt? PTB

3

Do you usually use textspeak when you chat with your friends online? What is its
biggest advantage? Are there any disadvantages? Discuss in pairs.

Fill in: in, on, from, to, with. Check in your dictionary.

3
4

Complete the sentences with the correct phrasal verb.

INFORMAL

1 I called him 6 times but I still can’t …
2 Please don’t … the phone! I need to talk to you.
3 What happened? We got … during our phone conversation.
4 We can try to … her … later, when she isn’t so busy.

5

20 1.1

FORMAL

4

Idioms (related to communication)

While you write

6

Listen and check.

Plan

Take roles and read the dialogues aloud. Mind your intonation.

Making
acquaintances

I’d like you to meet …
Goodbye./
Let/Allow me to introduce Have a nice day.
…
It was great to meet you.
May I introduce … .
I look forward to seeing/
meeting you again.

Hi! Hey!
Hi there!
What’s up? You ok?
Alright?
How’s it going?

Nice to meet you./I’m so
glad/Great to finally meet
you./I’ve heard so much
about you.

This is ...
(I want you to) Meet …,
Here’s …
Have you met …?

(first name), mum, dad, sis,
bro, mate, etc.
Hey everyone/all!
Hi, guys! Hello boys and
girls.

5

2
3

Saying
goodbye

Introducing

Pleased to meet you.
How do you do?
It’s (truly) an honour/
a pleasure to meet you.

A understand what sb else is trying to
tell you
B write a short note or email to sb
C stop communicating

9 Pam’s very generous/confident and believes in herself.
Hi Emily,
10 to
Why
arean
you
being sopen
bossy/impatient?
You Beatriz
can’t tell others what to do!
Wow! I’m over the moon
have
Australian
friend. My name’s
and I’m sixteen years old. I 1) live/’m living in Amadora in Portugal with my
parents and my baby sister.
I’m of medium height with long, wavy, red hair and green eyes. I’m quite slim
and I wear glasses. Look! They 2) slip/’re slipping off my nose in the photo.
a) Read the task and answer the questions.
Maybe because my nose is too small! I’m really sociable and cheerful, and I
3) ‘m loving/love making new friends like you!
You received an email from your new pen friend. Write a reply to him/her. Write about
I 4) tostarted/was
starting
sixappearance,
years ago atyour
school,
but I have
tutor you like/dislike doing and about
Remember
use
yourEnglish
physical
personality,
thea things
for exams
these English.
days. I like
learning
English
presentnow
tensesas
to I 5) study/’m studying
your experience
learning
(120-150
words)
describe
yourself
and
I’veand
even got some friends in the UK. I 6) texted/was texting them all
your likes/dislikes
morningand
– in English of 1
course!
What are you going to write? Who to? What about?
past tenses
describe
Gottoto
go now. I 7) ’m meeting/meet
my mates
atyour
the mall
inofan
hour. Write
2
How
many
words
should
piece
writing
be?
your experiences.
back and tell me all about yourself, Emily.
Bye for now,
b) Use your answers in Ex. 6a to write your email. Follow the plan.
Beatriz

Replace the underlined phrases in the dialogues with phrases from the Useful
Language box.

When writing
friendly emails/
letters, we use
informal style:

Use phrases from Ex. 4 to act out dialogues similar to the ones in Ex. 1.
• Your new pen friend is visiting your country on holiday. Introduce him/her to
your parents.
• You have a new English teacher at school. Introduce yourself to him/her.

life online

1.1 21

22 1.1

• Module 1: A world of many languages

Hi + first name,
Find examples of informalIntroduction
style in the email in Ex. 1.
Para 1: Introduce yourself (name, age, where from)
Replace the words/phrases in bold in the extracts below with the ones in the lists.

Main Body

Para 2: your physical
appearance/personality/likes
• It’s fantastic • I was so happy
• Write
back soon! • Well, that’s &
alldislikes
for now.
Para 3: your experience
• My name’s
• Can’tlearning
wait to English
hear from you.

Conclusion

• everyday vocabulary
and omission of
pronouns
(Hope to hear from
you soon.)
• colloquial
expressions and
idioms
(Thought I’d drop
you a line.)
• phrasal verbs
(I get on well with
most of my
classmates.)
• short verb forms
(I’m, I can’t, I don’t)

(Bye-) Bye!
See you (later/soon).
Speak soon!
Have a good one.
Cheerio!
So long. Take care.

life online

VOCABULARY

1

7 My brother can be serious/immature at times – he’s eighteen but acts like he’s ten.
8 I love painting and writing my own stories so I’m definitely a creative/cheerful person.

Hello! Good morning/
Men: Mr, Sir
afternoon/evening!
Women: Ms, Miss, Mrs,
How are you?/
Madam
I hope you are doing well. Other titles: Dr/Doctor,
Professor

Match the idioms 1-3 in bold with their meanings (A-C). Which idiom matches the
cartoon?
1 We used to be best friends but we
lost touch.
2 Drop me a line whenever you can.
3 I stopped replying to his texts but he
still doesn’t get the message.

1 I’m a bit selfish/careless sometimes as I don’t always like sharing things with others.

Which dialogue is formal and which is informal? Give reasons.

Addressing
people

Greetings

call sb back: to phone sb again/phone sb who called earlier
cut sb off: to disconnect
get through: to contact by phone
hang up: to end a phone conversation
Create a Phrasal Verbs Bank
in your notebook and write
down all the phrasal verbs
you learn. Remember to
revise them regularly!

Choose the correct adjective. Check in your dictionary.

Before you write

a) Read the two dialogues. Complete the gaps (1-6) with these words: meet, look, nice,
introduce, welcome, pleased.

b)

2

friendships aren’t real friendships, but others believe
that, when times are difficult, you can count 4) …
online friends just as well as any other friends. Also,
it’s always great to hear 5) … somebody who
shares the same ideas and interests as you, even if
they live thousands of kilometres away.

The Book has 4 modules,
each divided into 3 units!

An informal letter/email to a pen friend

5

2 My teachers say I’m honest/responsible; they can trust me with lots of jobs.
When we describe
negative character
3 He can be quite rude/lazy and he behaves in an impolite way to others.
qualities, we use mild
4 She can be so stubborn/jealous at times! She won’t change her mind easily.
language. e.g. I’m a bit
Youdisorganised.
have received
from curious/ambitious
your new pen friend.
Read the
email
andjob I want to do and how to get it.
5 email
I’m rather
– I already
know
what
/I can be the following
choose
correct tense.
selfishthe
sometimes.
6 My friends say that I’m quite funny/sensible because I’ve got a great sense of humour.

A: Hey Sam! You OK?
B: Yeah, thanks Andy. What’s up?
A: This is Tom. He’s new here at the science club; I’m just taking him to 4) … Miss Tucker.
B: 5) … to meet you, Tom. 6) … to the club. Got to run now. Catch you both later!

B

Prepositions

Nowadays, thanks 1) … technology, it’s easier than
ever to communicate 2) … others online. New
friendships are formed with people from other
countries, and the Internet has made it possible to
keep 3) … touch with each other, without having
to actually meet. Some people argue that online

1.1

Character qualities

WRITING

A: Good morning Ms Sanders. How are you today?
B: Hello Mr Banks. I’m very well thank you, and yourself?
A: Fine, thank you. Please allow me to 1) … Miss Maya Webster, our new Chemistry teacher.
Miss Webster, this is Ms Fiona Sanders, our school counsellor.
B: I’m very 2) … to meet you, Miss Webster. Welcome aboard. I 3) … forward to working
with you.

A

F On my way
G Congratulations
H good luck

WRITING

An informal letter/email to a pen friend

1.1

Greetings/Addressing people/Making acquaintances/
Introducing people/Saying goodbye

E What’s up?

7 GRATZ 4 the new job
8 txt you. B4N

plan and write an informal email; choose the correct register;
carry out peer-assessment (accept/give feedback)

WRITING

1.1

SPEAKING

1

4 Got 2 go. TTYL!
6 Gr8 2 hear from U

2

VOCABULARY

Match the abbreviations in bold to their meanings (A-H).
1 Just finished! OMW now

1.1

communicate effectively; collaborate in pairs;
adapt a discourse to appropriate register

1.1

VOCABULARY

Para 4: closing remarks (All the best,/Regards,/Best wishes,/Yours,/Bye for now,/Speak soon,)
(your first name)
4) I have to end my email at this
Hi Olly,
point. 5) I look forward to hearing
1) It was a great pleasure to get
from you. 6) Please send your
your email. 2) It is excellent to
reply as soon as possible.
have a pen friend in England. 3) I
All the best,
am called Emilio and I live in
Emilio
Lisbon.

After you write

Describing people

4

7

■ appropriate opening/closing remarks
■ appropriate informal style
Complete the table with words from the email in Ex. 1.
■ organised in paragraphs with the correct information in each one
no grammar, spelling or punctuation mistakes
Height:
short,■tall,
■ thin,
correct
number
of words
Weight:
skinny,
plump,
overweight,
Hair:

shoulder-length, short, spiky, brown, fair, red, blonde,

Eyes:

1.1 Life Online

Swap your writing with a partner. Check each other’s work. Tick (✓) the boxes.

life online
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small, round, blue, brown,

Nose:

big, long, straight, hooked,

Special features:

freckles, spots, scar,

1.2 Arts & Culture

life online

SPEAKING

WRITING

1.3 Exchange/Community programmes
• Module 2: Technological world
2.1 Technological innovation
2.2 Changing world
2.3 Social change

use vocabulary related to books;
learn prepositions, phrasal verbs, idioms

1.2

Books
1

3

Prepositions

Into the wild by John Krakauer

Book review

If you’re fond 1) … both biographies and adventure, then you absolutely have to read
Into the Wild, which won an award 2) … best writing for young adults. It is based
3) … the true story of a young man called Christopher McCandless, who, in 1992,
decided to explore nature on his own and hike into the Alaskan wilderness. The author,
John Krakauer, brings the character of McCandless 4) … life by paying close attention
5) … detail and interviewing members of McCandless’ family. A fascinating read that
you just can’t put down.

2
3

Complete the sentences with the correct phrasal verb.

34 1.2

4

Idioms (related to reading and books)
Match the idioms 1-3 in bold with their meanings (A-C).
1 Sally’s a real bookworm. She reads
100 books a year.
2 You read my mind! I was going to
suggest that book too.
3 I know what Mike will say. I can read
him like a book.

A to know a person very well
B sb who spends a lot of time reading
C to know exactly what sb is thinking

3.1 The world of media

While you write

3.2 Internet & global communication

2
3

7

1 Dulce Pontes’ music is very popular. Her concerts are always sold out. (so)
2 Shakespeare wrote lots of plays. He performed in some of them. (and)
3 Van Gogh painted many pictures in his life. He only sold one of them. (but)
4 Anthony Hopkins left his hometown of Port Talbot. He studied acting in Cardiff. (to)
Para 1: name,appropriat
who he/she was, where/when born, why famous
words
5 Oscar Wilde’s family moved house a lot. His father owed money. (because)
6 James Joyce was born in Ireland. Samuel Beckett was born there. (too)
Para 2: early
years (childhood/education/first
jobs, etc)
to connect
the different
Para 3: later
years (achievements/where
or when died, etc)
sentences
and ideas.
Fill in: talented, skilful, natural, respected, determined, outstanding, memorable.
because: to show the
Conclusion
reason for sth
1 Frank Gehry was well … by other architects, some of whom imitated his designs.
Para 4: your thoughts/feelings about him/her
so: to show the result
2 Ennio Morricone composed some truly … soundtracks, such as “Cinema Paradiso”.
of sth
3 Her years of training made Anna Pavlova more … than the other ballerinas.
to: to show purpose
4 Mozart composed music from the age of five due to his … ability.
and, too: to show
5 Steven Spielberg was … to make films from an early age.
addition
but: to show contrast.
6 Barbara Hepworth’s … sculptures are on display at the museum in St. Ives.
Amazingly,
sister was
just each
as …other’s
as her more famous brother.
Check your writing. Then swap7 your
writing Mozart’s
with a partner.
Check
work. Tick (✓) the boxes.

3.3 Communication and ethics

Plan
use
Remember to
Introduction
e linking

Certainly. I’d be happy to tell you.
Let me find out for you.
Let me see.
Well, I’ m not sure. I’ll find out and call you
back/let you know.

Main Body

4

A bookshop has organised a book launch event. Speaker A is the bookshop
owner who has all the information about the event while speaker B wants to find out
information about it. Use the prompts in the speaking cards and phrases from Ex. 3 to
act out a dialogue between the bookshop owner and the customer.

After you write

8

B
• when? • where exactly?
• entrance fee? • book signing?
• ask the author questions
about books?

arts & culture

arts & culture

VOCABULARY

José Saramago

Azinhaga, Portugal
Charles Dickens was born in Portsmouth, but 1) … (spend)José
mostSaramago
of his was born in
of Portugal’s
childhood in Kent. He 2) … (come) from a poor family. At in
the1922
age ofand
12,became one
he got the Nobel
novelists.
while he 3) … (attend) school, his father was arrested for debt
and sent
to In 1998, far the most
greatest
which is by
prison. Dickens left school and 4) … (work) in a factory. Later,
5)Literature,
…
Prizehefor
prize fora any writer.
(get) a job as a reporter, but gave it up when he 6) … (decide)
to become
notable
school and then
writer. His books came out in instalments – like today’s soapSaramago
operas – and
studied at grammar
he had
college. After graduating,a civil
the public 7) … (be) eager to see what would happen next. In
late
a technical
at the
car mechanic,
jobs including a
1850s, he 8) … (give) a lot of public readings. These were veryseveral
popular
In 1947, he
and a journalist.
because he 9) … (act) out the different characters while he 10)
… (read).
until the
servant,
novel but it wasn’t
published his first
found true fame.
1980s that he
was a
Baltazar and Blimunda, works,
His fourth novel,
celebrated
Later came other
internationally.
and
the age of 87.
both at home
died in 2010 at
success
digital Citizen Research online and
huge
collect
information about
a famous
person
Saramago
after the
and Blindness.
with readers long
The Cave headings.
(author, Put
singer,
actor,
the following
including
the events
of the etc) you admire under
because they stay
writers of
most important
are masterpieces
person’s life in
was one of the
Saramago’s tales
Saramago
Who/why
famous
For me, José
chronological
order and
final sentence.
use phrases to born
show the
Where/when
the 20th century.
Earlysequence
yearsof events and
help the reader follow the
Laterbiography.
years(In 1945, On
4th Septemberdied
2003, At
When/where
Underline examples of phrases that show the sequence of events in the biography.
the age of 25, As a young
Achievements
adult).
a) Read the note and find examples of linking words in Saramago’s biography.
Use your notes in Ex. 6 to write a short biography (120-150 words). Use the biography
b)below.
Join the sentences using the linking words in brackets.
in Ex. 1 as a model and follow the plan

6

Giving
information

A
• November 25th, 8:30 pm • Harvey’s Bookshop
• no fee/must buy author’s book
• yes, after presentation of new book
• yes, but only about new book

1.2

Who was José Saramago? What was he famous for? Read to find out.

Put the verbs in brackets into the past simple or the past continuous.

Take roles and read the dialogue aloud. Mind your intonation.

Could you give me some information about …?
Do you happen to know …?
I was wondering if you could give me some information about…?
I’m calling to find out …
I’m interested in finding out …
I’d like to know…
Do you know .. ?
(Please) Can/Could you tell me…?

1 I had to … a lot of words in the dictionary to really understand the play.
2 The new horror novel by Stephen King will probably … next month.
3 Excuse me Miss Taylor? Could you … my short story and tell me what you think?
4 I don’t know what she likes to read so I’ll just … a best seller to give her.

5

1
5

• Module 3: Media and global communication

A biography

WRITING
Before
you write

A biography

In biographies, we
mainly use past tenses.

Replace the underlined phrases in the dialogue with others from the lists below.

Asking for
information

come out: to be published
look up: to look for sth in a book
pick out: to select
read through: to read sth quickly

4

1.2

WRITING

Read the first exchange. What do you expect the dialogue to be about?
Listen and read to find out.

A: Hello, this is Stonewalls Library. Pamela speaking.
B: Good morning, I’m calling to ask for some information about the book club you
advertise on your website.
A: Of course. I would be glad to help you. What would you like to know?
B: Well, firstly, could you let me know when and where the meetings take place?
A: Members can come on Tuesdays or Thursdays at 7pm. We meet here at the library.
B: OK. And, could you please check on what genres of books will be discussed?
A: Let me have a look… Members usually vote all together from a selection of 5 to 6 books
before. You can see the updated list on our website.
B: Right, and could you tell me how much membership is?
A: Membership is completely free. You will, however, have to borrow or purchase your
own copy of any books we decide to read.
B: Great! Thanks for the information. I’ll see you next Tuesday.
A: Very well, sir. Thank you for calling Stonewalls Library.

What is your favourite book genre? Why? Discuss in pairs. Use adjectives to
justify your opinion: boring, predictable, moving, interesting, educational, exciting, etc.

WRITING

plan/write a biography; technological literacy;
carry out self-/peer-assessment; assess progress

1.2

SPEAKING
Ask for/Give information

1

A is about the investigation of criminal acts
B is set in a fictional, mythical world
C is about the love and relationship between two people
D includes a collection of recipes
E involves an exciting or dangerous series of events
F is about the life of a real person
G is often set in the future or space and deals with
technology, time travel, life in space, etc
H aims to create a frightening atmosphere

Fill in: for, to (x 2), of, on. Check in your dictionary.

1.2

communicate effectively; collaborate in pairs; produce statements
to ask for/give information; use diverse strategic phrases

VOCABULARY

Match each book genre (1-8) to its definition (A-H). Then read the dictionary entries
and, in pairs, decide which are fiction (F) and which are non-fiction (NF).
1 romance
2 crime/detective
3 cookbook
4 science fiction
5 adventure
6 fantasy
7 biography
8 horror

2

Must read:

1.2

VOCABULARY

fiction = books and
stories about
imaginary people
and events
non-fiction = books
and stories about
real people and real
events

36 1.2

arts & culture

■ used a variety of adjectives
■ used appropriate past tenses
■ presented the events in the person’s
life in chronological order

■ used appropriate linking words
■ no grammar, spelling or punctuation
mistakes
■ correct number of words

1.2 35

arts & culture

SPEAKING

• Module 4: Teens in the global era

1.2 37

4.1 Today’s youth

WRITING

4.2 Young people and the future
4.3 Teen talk

1.3

use vocabulary related to languages; learn prepositions, phrasal
verbs, idioms; compare characteristics of one’s culture to others

1.3

VOCABULARY

Languages
1

SPEAKING

A English
B Arabic

1

C Irish Gaelic

4 What is the current lingua … for international business?

D Chinese

5 What … language is still used through mottos?

E Latin

6 What … language is spoken by around 40,000 people
only?

F Portuguese

2

Prepositions

catch up with: to reach the same level as one’s group of classmates
fall behind: to fail to be of the same level
find out: to learn sth new
go over: to review/check sth

Complete the sentences with the correct phrasal verb.
1 It is very easy to … if you don’t study enough.
2 Anyone who is sick will be given time to … the rest of the class.
3 Excuse me Miss? Are we going to … the answers to the homework?
4 It’s amazing what you can … about the history of a place when you visit it.

4

Idioms (related to learning)
Complete the idioms with: book, cake, heart. Check in your dictionary.
1 It’s impossible to learn this long poem by … (memorise)
2 She prefers having her nose in a … than going out at the weekend. (read a lot)
3 The written test was a piece of … I got top marks! (very easy)

WRITING
We use a variety of
adjectives and adverbs
to make the story more
interesting.

ExchangE/community PRogRammES

VOCABULARY

1
A story can be written in
the 1st person (I felt
afraid as I was alone for
the first time.) or in the
3rd person (Tom was
excited as he reached the
airport.).

Describing pictures
Describe what you can see
in detail: the people, their
clothes, where they are,
what they are doing and
how they are feeling. Use
phrases like: This picture
shows, There is/are, I can
see, In the foreground/
background, on the right/
left. You can make
assumptions (maybe,
perhaps, must be, might
be…).

1.3

Replace the words in bold with: delicious, terrible, huge, worried, calm, amazing,
traditional. Then, fill in the adverbs: fortunately, politely, happily, carefully, suddenly.

Remember to present the
events in chronological
order so that the readers
can follow the story.

A

GLOBAL CITIZENS

Before you write
The beach was 1) big and the weather was 2) good. We spent the day relaxing by the 3) nice sea.

1

we decided
go to a 4) nice restaurant and have a 5) good meal. We were all chatting 6) …
Read the story and choose theThen,
correct
tense. Istothe
7) 3rd
… , aperson?
8) bad thing happened; Tom couldn’t find his wallet. He felt 9) bad because he had all
story written in the 1st personwhen
or the

by Julia Abreu

While you write

Think about our own cultural heritage. It
is important to examine our attitude
towards what we consider ‘normal’. For
example, the clothes we find acceptable to
wear, the food we like to eat, how we feel
about work, marriage, money and other aspects
of life. By reflecting on our own experiences,
we can understand what prejudices we may
have developed towards other ways of life.

a) List the events (A-G) in the order they happened. Which is the climax event?
b)
Use your notes in Ex. 8a to write your story. Follow the plan below.
A Julia and Olivia went to a café.
D Julia and Olivia went on a boat trip.
B The boatman found thePlan
camera on

the river bank.

F Julia realised her camera was missing.

The phrase cold
fish was first
used by William
Shakespeare in
The Winter’s Tale.

Main Body

Look at the picture and complete the sentences to describe it.

Setting the scene
We begin a story by
setting the scene:
• the place (where),
• the time (when),
• the people and
• their feelings.

1 The picture shows …
2 They are …
3 The girl on the left is wearing …
4 The boy on the right is wearing …
5 They are all holding …
6 They all look …
7 They must be …
8 Perhaps they are …

Listen to someone describing the photo in Ex. 3. Compare their description to
yours.
ExchangE/community PRogRammES

3
4

SPEAKING

50 1.3

2

Conclusion

How does the writer set the scene in the story in Ex. 1?
Para 4: what happened in the end (people’s reactions/feelings)
a) Read the paragraph and answer the questions.
Last Saturday afternoon, Rio was studying in his garden. It was a bit chilly so he
was wearing a sweater. A cool breeze was blowing. Rio felt stressed because the
English project he was working on was very difficult.
Swap your writing with a partner. Check each other’s work. Tick (✓) the boxes.

After you write

9

■ correct tenses
1 Where and when does the story take place?
3 Who is the main character?
■ events in chronological order
2 What is the weather like?
4 words
How does he/she feel?
■ appropriate linking
■ variety of adjectives and adverbs
■ no grammar, spelling or punctuation mistakes
b) Look at the photo and use the
■words
correct number of words
below to write the beginning of a story
that sets the scene.
• cold windy day • last October • Jodie
• in London • excited but nervous

1.3 49

Always reserve judgement. Although
judging other people is natural, think twice
before you form an opinion about them.
Instead, try to put yourself in their shoes
to understand them and their actions better.

E The boatman returned the camera.

Introduction

Para
1: girls.
set the scene
where, when,
what)
C The boatman approached
the
G (who,
Julia dropped
her camera.
2: the
events
in the
orderfirst,
theythen,
happened
b) Use the sentences in Ex.Para
2a and
linking
words:
after that, next,
3: main
event
(climax)of the story.
suddenly, after a while, finallyPara
to write
a short
summary

ExchangE/community PRogRammES

1.3 51

crucial = very
important
prejudice = an opinion
formed without
knowing sb or sth
well
reserve judgement =
to not form an
opinion too quickly
comment = to express
an opinion
equality = having the
same rights and
opportunities

52 1

ExchangE/community PRogRammES

WRITING

REVIEW

REVIEW

A debate is an activity in which two opposing teams make speeches to present and
support their arguments on a specific topic and disagree with the arguments of the other
team. The topic about which the two teams argue is called a motion.

Read the title of the article and the introduction. Think of one way of developing
empathy. Listen and read to find out if this way is mentioned in the article.

Learn about other cultures. This is crucial
for developing intercultural empathy. We
can use books or the Internet, but the best
way is to talk directly to someone from
another culture and ask them to share their
knowledge and experiences with us.

7

1

1

INTERCULTURALITY

Showing empathy involves being able to recognise, understand and share another
person’s point of view, thoughts and feelings. Learning empathy, especially intercultural
empathy, is an important life skill that everyone should try to develop. How can we do
this? Well, there are several ways.

The Helpful Boatman

1

DEBATE

Developing empathy

Last summer, I was in Cambridge on an English language course.
One day, my friend Olivia and I decided to take a boat ride down
the river. The sun 1) was shining/shone and a light breeze 2) was blowing/blew. It was very
Read
the about
task. What
willlife.
you write? Who will read it? How will you start the story?
enjoyable and the boatman told us interesting
stories
university
Later, we 3) sat/were sitting at a quiet café near our school when I 4) realised/was realising that
teen magazine
has asked
my camera was missing. I was very upset. On An
it, I online
had all English
the wonderful
photos to remember
myits
tripreaders
to the to post stories entitled
Unforgettable
UK by. We decided to go to the police station An
to report
it missing. Experience. Write your story for the magazine (120-150 words).
should
• ayou!”
hiking
an accident
Suddenly, the boatman approached us. “ThereYour
you story
are! I’ve
been include:
looking for
he trip
said •cheerfully.
In
his hand, he had my camera. “You 5) dropped/were dropping it on the river bank as you were
stepping out of the boat”, he explained.
I was so grateful that this kind person went a)
to the trouble
lookmake
for menotes
and return
camera.
I 6) was
Listentoand
undermy
the
headings.
thanking/thanked him politely and 7) was taking/took a photo of us to remember that day!

2

1

interpret explicit/implicit information/points of views; decode key words/ideas;
interact/participate in discussion; relate to what one reads; develop critical thinking

1

What adjectives/adverbs does the writer use to describe: the breeze, the stories, the

6

8

b) Give a short description about the other picture. Think about: the people – their
clothes – where they are – what you can see in the background – what you think they
are doing – how you think they are feeling.

3

WRITING

A5story café, the photos and the verbs: approached, said, thanked?

his money in it. We looked everywhere 10) … but we couldn’t see it anywhere. 11) … , a young boy
found the wallet in the sand. He returned it to Tom, who thanked the boy 12) … .

B

4
48 1.3

A story

1.3

a) Read the description. Which picture (A or B) does it match?

In this picture, there are a group of
students in class. They are all sitting at
their desks. The girl in the centre of the
photo has got long brown straight hair.
She is wearing blue jeans and a light-blue
denim shirt. The boy sitting behind her is
also wearing blue jeans but he has a black
T-shirt on. It looks like they are all very
focused and listening to someone. Perhaps
their teacher is explaining something really
interesting.

Fill in: at, in (x2), for, with. Check in your dictionary.
Johnstone University presents English Go, an online course perfect 1) … those who
are interested 2) … going abroad on holiday or business. Problems 3) … busy
schedules and work commitments? Don’t worry! We offer flexible timetables and all
our lessons are available to download, so you can work 4) … your own pace. Apply
5) … writing or online at Enggo@ju.ne

3

plan and write a story; learn writing techniques; write a summary;
organise content; carry out peer-assessment (give feedback)

WRITING

Look at the picture and choose the correct words in the description.
In the picture, I can see a group of 1) teenagers/adults in a street. They
are all 2) casually/smartly dressed and they look 3) happy/tired. The girl
on the right is holding up a 4) camera/smartphone and probably taking a
selfie. The boy on the left is wearing a grey 5) jumper/jacket and has a
6) backpack/handbag over his shoulder. He has short brown hair and
brown eyes. The others are also wearing coats. Perhaps it’s rather
7) warm/cold. They must be in London because there is a red phone box
8) behind/beside the teens and you can see Big Ben in the
9) background/foreground. They might be 10) students/pupils on an
exchange programme.

b) Tell the class some information about your language (its origin, how many people
speak the language around the world, etc).

2

1.3

Describe pictures

a) Are you good with languages? Fill in: official, mother, dead, ancient, endangered,
franca. Then match the questions (1-6) to the answers (A-F). Check your answers online.
1 Which language has the most … tongue speakers?
2 Which … language from the early 300s is still spoken
today by about 420 million people around the world?
3 What is the … language of Brazil?

1.3

produce statements to describe effectively; identify strengths/
weaknesses; carry out peer/self-assessment; assess progress

VOCABULARY

INTERCULTURALITY

Learn to express our own feelings. If we
can do this in a calm and reasonable way,
then others may be more likely to share their
feelings with us. After all, no one wants to
pour their heart out to a cold fish.
Practise active listening. This means
listening with the aim of really hearing what
the other person is saying and trying to
learn about their experience and understand
their point of view without commenting on
everything they say.

1

The best way to organise
a speech is to break it into
three main arguments.
Then, present each
argument and support it
with reasons and
examples (supporting
arguments).

2

Watch the video again and make notes.

3

a) Read the extracts from speeches in which the speakers present their arguments
for/against the motion in Ex. 1. Are their arguments well-presented? Are they
supported with reasons and examples? Explain why/why not.

1 allows for global communication.
2 is a tool for creativity.
3 can offer teens a support network.

Don’t confuse empathy with sympathy.
Empathy is not about feeling pity for a
person, it is understanding how they feel and
how they experience the world.

3

CritiCal thinking Do any of these examples apply in a school environment?
Discuss with your partner.

4

Read the situations below. How would you show empathy? What would you say to the
person? Discuss in pairs.
• A classmate who has just moved to your country does not understand the rules of a
game.
• A classmate is wearing a piece of clothing related to their culture and another student
made fun of it.

1
2
3

A From our point of view, social media can affect teens’ self-esteem. For instance,
there is a lot of online bullying and trolling on social media. This can make teens
lose their self-confidence and, in extreme cases, can make them depressed.
B In my opinion, social media is extremely beneficial! It helps teens communicate
with each other and make new friends no matter where they are in the world.
At the same time, there are so many platforms to choose from.
C To my mind, teens post too much personal information online. So, parents
have to monitor their kids’ email accounts, use parental controls, check
who they are texting and what they are posting on social media.

Read the article again and match the empathetic responses (A-F) to the tips given in
the text (1-6). Then explain the words/phrases in bold.

You have been asked to make the speech against the motion in Ex. 1. Plan your speech,
thinking of the three main points you wish to make and its supporting arguments. You
can use phrases from the Useful Language box below.

Presenting arguments

Supporting arguments

We/I think/believe that … because …/In my For instance,/example, …/Let me give you
opinion,/From my point of view, …/My view/ some examples./According to research by
opinion/belief is that …/I have no doubt that …,/Recent research shows that …/
…/I am sure/I am certain that …/This brings Scientists claim that …
me to my second/third point, …

Summarising
To sum up, it is my firm belief that …/To
recap the main points, …/To summarise
my position in this debate, …/In summary,
we want to point out that …/Let me
conclude by saying that…
A world of mAny lAnguAges

GLOBAL
CITIZENS 1

DEBATE 1

A make you more confident as a person.
the apps,
country’s
A language learning
With automatic language translation
youculture.
might It 1is also a good workout for the
B improve certain brain functions.
ask yourself “why bother learning brain,
another improving
language”?memory and delaying the aging
B native language
Here
are some tips to get youC started.
teach you more about your mother tongue.
Well, learning foreign languages is process.
rewarding
on many
C a country’s culture
smalllanguage
It’s easytoto get over-excitedDin make
the beginning
you smarter.
levels and the close connection of aStart
native
D brain workout
studyinsight
for hours.
a new
can
its people means that you will gain aand
deeper
intoHowever,
10(ℓ. 6)?
5
3 language
What does
“it”take
refer to
a long
time toforlearn,
organise your
4 Which word could replace “get” in the text
the country’s culture. It is also a good
workout
the so it’s importantAto language
learning
time so asthe
not aging
to get frustrated and burn out too quickly.
(ℓ. 29)?
brain, improving memory and delaying
B native language
process. Here are some tips to get you
A take
C bring
Trackstarted.
progress Try to set small goals each week and make
a country’s
culture
a note
of beginning
your achievements in your Ctarget
language:
Start small It’s easy to get over-excited
in the
B have
D buy
D brain
workout
orderedcan
something
you had
your 15
and study for hours. However, a newyou
language
take 10for the first time;
5 What does the author say about polyglots?
first
conversation;
you
finally
understood
that
grammar
a long time to learn, so it’s important to organise your
4 Which word could replace “get” in the text
A They can learn languages easily.
structure
you’ve
been stuck on for ages.
Doing these
time so as not to get frustrated and burn
out too
quickly.
(ℓ. 29)?
B They are patient and determined.
things
will and
helpmake
keep you motivated toAcontinue.
take
C bring
Track progress Try to set small goals each
week
C They also face difficulties.
Share
the experience
are
doing,
or
a note of your achievements in your
target
language: Tell others what you
B have
D buy
D They progress faster.
have
in your learning 20say about polyglots?
you ordered something for the first even
time; better,
you had
yoursomeone
15 join you
5 What does the author
experience.
This way, you can help each other to
first conversation; you finally understood
that grammar
(5x4=20)
A They can learn languages easily.
your personal
structure you’ve been stuck on for achieve
ages. Doing
these goals.
B They are patient and determined.
things will help keep you motivated Download
to continue.
language apps There are many
popular apps,
Theywhich
also face
and language
games outCthere,
are difficulties.
Share the experience Tell others whatdictionaries,
you are doing,
or
Match the exchanges.
perfect
for looking
up words
a fewprogress
minutes faster.
D They
25
even better, have someone join you
in your
learning
20 or just getting
of practice
experience. This way, you can help
each every
other day.
to
(5x4=20)
1 I’d like
you to meet Professor Evans.
achieve your personal goals.
Join online groups You can find lots of online communities
2 I’m calling to ask for some information about
that support
language
Download language apps There are many
popular
apps, learners. These offer their members
language courses.
the there,
opportunity
dictionaries, and language games out
which to
areexchange materials and get extra
3 This is Fiona. She’s new at the school.
Matchand
the share
exchanges.
practice,
butminutes
also to make
their 30
perfect for looking up words or just getting
a few
25 new friends
4 Please could you tell me how to use this
language experiences.
of practice every day.
1 I’d like you to meet Professor Evans.language-learning app?
givecommunities
up Everyone learns at a 2different
speed,
Join online groups You can find lots ofDon’t
online
I’m calling
to and
ask for some information
5 Got to about
run. See you later.
times when you feel you’re
not courses.
making
that support language learners. Thesethere
offerare
theiralways
members
language
enough
the opportunity to exchange materials
andprogress.
get extraJust remember that even polyglots –
A Hi, nice to meet you. Welcome!
3 This is Fiona. She’s new at the school.
people
speak
practice, but also to make new friends
andwho
share
their several
30 different languages fluently 35
4 Please
you tell me how to BuseBye!
thisTake care.
– have all gone through similar phases.
The could
only things
language experiences.
language-learning
C It’s truly an honour to meet you.
you needspeed,
are patience
and determination
to continue app?
Don’t give up Everyone learns at a different
and
your
language
learning journey. 5 Got to run. See you later.
D Certainly. I’d be happy to show you.
there are always times when you feel
you’re
not making

2

b) Underline the phrases the speakers used to introduce their main point and their
supporting arguments.

A world of mAny lAnguAges

A make you more confident as a person.
B improve certain brain functions.

1

2

D We firmly believe that it’s better to be safe than sorry. For instance, parents and teachers
could discuss issues like digital safety, cyberbullying and keeping personal information
private with teens. Educating teens means keeping them safe in the digital world.

4

Read the article and for questions 1-5, choose
the correct answer (A, B, C or D).

explains why some people learn languages
Read the article and for questions 1-5,B choose
better.
the correct answer (A, B, C or D).

C provides
advice to foreign language learners.
ask yourself “why bother learning another
language”?
C teach you more about your mother tongue.
LANGUAGE
Well, learning foreign languages is rewarding
on many
D discusses
common mistakes by learners.
D make you smarter.
levels and the close connection of a
native language to
2 Learning a foreign language can
LEARNING TIPS
its people means that you will gain a deeper insight into 5
3 What does “it” refer to (ℓ. 6)?

supporting arguments

main arguments: social media…

Reading
1 The article
A highlights the importance of learning apps.

Reading

better.
With automatic language translation apps,
you might

Social media has improved communication between teens.

All in all, empathy is a particularly important
life skill. It helps us to become global citizens
who understand the world and our place in it,
and to work towards equality for everyone.

A “It sounds like you are feeling disappointed.”
B “I’ve always wondered why we Brits have such a dry sense of humour.”
C “I feel a bit upset about what you just said.”
D “I’d love to hear all about life in your village.”
E “If that happened to me, I would feel frustrated too.”
F “Well, I’m not sure why he did that. Perhaps he’s going through a tough time.”

1

C provides advice to foreign language learners.
1 The article
LANGUAGE
D discusses common mistakes by learners.
A highlights the importance of learning apps.
2 Learning a foreign language can
LEARNING TIPS
B explains why some people learn languages

Read the debate motion below and then watch a speaker present their
arguments. Is the speaker taking a position FOR or AGAINST the motion?

1 53

enough progress. Just remember that even polyglots –
people who speak several different languages fluently 35
1 AThe
world
of mAny
lAnguAges
54phases.
– have all gone through similar
only
things
you need are patience and determination to continue
your language learning journey.

54 1

A world of mAny lAnguAges

Speaking

Speaking

E Of course. What would you like to know?
A Hi, nice to meet you. Welcome!
(5x2=10)
B Bye! Take care.
C It’s truly an honour to meet you.
D Certainly. I’d be happy to show you.
E Of course. What would you like to know?
(5x2=10)

REVIEW 1

YOU CHOOSE!
Each module has plenty of READING, GRAMMAR,
VOCABULARY, LISTENING, SPEAKING and WRITING
lessons, including several optional supplemental ones, such
as Intercultural Competence, Cross-Curricular Approach,
Public Speaking Skills, Global Citizens and Debates!
5

MODULE PAGES

Module

A world of many languages

Module pages offer students a brief
overview of what will be covered in
the module.

1.1 Life Online
Topics/Vocabulary
Pen/Cyber friends
The Internet/Emails
Textspeak
Compound nouns

Grammar
Present simple – Present continuous
State verbs
Past simple – Past Continuous
used to/would-be/get used to

Reading
My Social Media Social Life (match headings to paragraphs/multiple
choice)

Listening
Match speakers to statements / T/F statements (monologues)

Speaking
Greetings/Address people/Make acquaintances/Introduce people/Say
goodbye (role-play)

Writing
An informal letter/email to a pen friend

Intercultural Competence
Contact with other languages

8

1.2 Arts & Culture
Topics/Vocabulary
Cinema
Books
Music
Adjective suffixes

Listening
Multiple choice (podcast)

Speaking

Grammar

Ask for/Give information (speaking cards)

Comparatives and Superlatives
Types of comparisons
Order of adjectives

A biography

Writing

Reading

Cross-curricular approach

Lights! Camera! Language! (matching headings to
paragraphs)

Art (Life in Art)

1.3 Exchange/Community Programmes
Topics/Vocabulary

Listening

Mobility, youth and languages
The English language
Languages
Noun suffixes

Complete sentences / Yes/No statements
(interview)

Grammar
Pronouns/determiners
the/–
Relatives-defining/non-defining relative clauses

Reading

The Road to Everywhere (multiple matching)

Speaking
Describe pictures

Writing
A story

Public Speaking Skills
English as the language of new technologies

9

6

READING
Flipped classroom (asynchronous lesson): videos are assigned for
homework in the previous lesson to familarise students with the content,
freeing up classtime for communicative and group work tasks.
MEDIA Cidadania e Desenvolvimento (CD)
Domain Reference

1.1

Life online
READING

Pen/Cyber friends
1

Watch the video. How has
social media affected the
speaker’s friendships?

Reading

Texts come to life with videos, reinforcing
students’ comprehension.

MEDIA

Which one is your
Which of these ways do you use to keep in touch with your friends?
favourite? Why? Tell the class.
networks
social
•
• chatrooms • email • video chat • text messaging
• teleconferencing

2

Listen to or read the text. What apps does it mention?

(and keep)
It’s not always easy to make friends. Luckily, there are ways to strike up
media.
friendships online. Here are a few bloggers who’ve been saved by social

1.1

READING
Charlotte, Darwin,
Australia

Oliver, Manchester,
UK
face-to-face = in
person
translate = to change
words/phrases into
another language
take up = to start doing
sth regularly
assignment = a project
on track = progressing
and likely to do well
bonus = an unexpected
benefit
rule = an instruction

Orla, Kilkenny,
Ireland

Nathan, Maryland,
USA

10 1.1

A Last year, we moved across Australia from Melbourne to
Darwin. I was gutted at first as I was leaving behind my best
friend, Em – she’s like a sister to me. We’ve been keeping in
touch over the Internet, though, and it’s been a life-saver. We
phone, we text and we FaceTime each other day and night. It
might not be as good as face-to-face contact, but we chat
about everything. Em, I’m really missing you!
B All my mates are mad about football, but it gets a bit
dull playing it day in day out. I decided to do something
different – running. The only drawback is I don’t like
running on my own, so I downloaded an app that puts me in
contact with other runners in my area. The app lets me plan
runs, set targets, and even compete against other runners. In
fact, I’m off for a run now with Harry. We met through the
app and hit it off immediately.
C I’m learning Spanish so I downloaded a free app that
connects you to native speakers. I had no idea that there are
so many people online eager to chat in their own language or
in English! The app can correct my texts in Spanish and also
translate what’s sent to me, although I try not to do that too
much. I met Isabella on the app and we text all the time. The
app’s not just for Spanish, though – it’s for all languages. In
fact, I’m thinking of taking up Japanese; I might make a
Japanese friend, too.
D The first thing I do when I get a school assignment is go
online and check out the chatrooms. They’re really handy for
schoolwork. I needed to up my grades this semester, and these
chatrooms and discussion forums have got me back on track.
As a bonus, I’ve met plenty of new friends online and we text
24/7. One rule, though – no schoolwork. Keep that for the

National Exam
practice tips (learning
to learn)

1

Aprendizagens
Essenciais (descriptors)

read/understand diverse text types; interpret explicit/implicit information; decode key
words/phrases; express opinion; develop critical thinking; group work activities

5

READING
10

3
15

20

Match the headings (1-4) to the blog entries (A-D).
1 Speaking the same language
2 Getting ahead online

Matching headings
Read each paragraph
and think of a short
sentence that sums it
up. Then look at the
choices of headings
and see if one of them
matches yours.

4

25

30

chatrooms!

5

3 The healthy side of the Internet
4 Keeping friends together

For questions 1-3, choose the correct option (A, B, C or D).
1 What does Oliver think about the app?
A It’s a great way to make friends.
B It helps him exercise on his own.

C It’s difficult to use.
D It’s possible to use it too much.

2 What does Orla say about the app?
A She can’t use it easily.
B A pen pal recommended it.

C It did not cost anything to install it.
D She is learning Japanese on it now.

3 How does Nathan feel about chatrooms?
A They just don’t appeal to him.
B They are only for schoolwork.

C They don’t have all the answers.
D They make schoolwork more fun.

Match the words in bold in the text with their synonyms below.
• boring • extremely disappointed • great help • put right • problem • useful
• increase • keen

6

life online

1.1

Answer the following questions.
1 How would Charlotte prefer to communicate with Em?
2 Why do you think Orla doesn’t like translating messages?

7

CritiCal thinking Do you think using social media to keep in touch with your
friends is better than seeing them face-to-face? Why? Why not?

8

CritiCal thinking Who gets a ‘close friend’ status on your social media accounts?
Explain why.

Speaking

Realistic, stimulating and age-appropriate
texts that engage students’ interest.

9

Rank the drawbacks of social media friendships in order of importance.
Justify your opinions.
• focusing on likes • cyberbullying • making comparisons
• having very few ‘real’ friends • less face-to-face contact

Key vocabulary definitions
expand students’ vocabulary.

life online

Group work activities encourage
collaboration and develop students’
communicative skills.

1.1 11

Students are required
to expand their acquired knowledge
through critical thinking.
CRITICAL THINKING

7

GRAMMAR

Flipped classroom (asynchronous lessons):
videos present grammar structures explicitly.

1.1

GRAMMAR
Present simple – Present continuous

pp. 218-219

Read the email. Identify the verb tenses in bold. Which describes

1

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Watch the videos
and answer the questions:
1 How do we form the
affirmative, negative and
interrogative forms of
the present simple and
the present continuous?
2 Name three time words/
phrases we use with
each tense.

a routine/habit
a permanent state
a timetable/schedule
a general truth/law of nature
an action happening now/around the time of speaking
a fixed arrangement in the near future
a complaint
a temporary situation

To: Jane
From: Jessica
Subject: news!

1.1

Hi Jane,
I 1) am
Thanks for your email. I’m sorry for not replying earlier but I am really busy at school.
subject. Do
studying very hard these days for my Biology exam next week. It’s my favourite
person’s
average
an
in
times
billion
three
than
you know that the human heart 2) beats more
piano lesson.
lifespan? Amazing! What’s your favourite school subject? This evening, I have a
Her mum
It 3) starts at 6pm. After that, I 4) am meeting my friend Laura at the sports centre.
usually go
5) works there as a swimming instructor. We 6) go there every Wednesday. We
instead. Laura
swimming but they 7) are cleaning the pool this week, so we are playing tennis
I’m better at
8) is always boasting about how she’s a stronger swimmer than me, but I think
tennis, so I’m looking forward to winning tonight’s match!
soon,
Write back
Jessica

GRAMMAR

2

Grammar structures are presented
implicitly through realistic input.

use the present simple and present continuous tenses;
use state verbs

3

Underline the correct verb form.
1 A: What are you doing/do you do right now?
B: I am reading/read an online magazine.

3 A: Mum, Tom is always using/always uses my laptop without asking!
next month.
B: Don’t worry, we get/are getting him his own laptop for his birthday
newspaper.
4 Α: My pen pal’s dad is working/works as a travel journalist for an online
B: Really? How often is he travelling/does he travel abroad for his job?

12 1.1

life online

Put the verbs in brackets into the present simple or the present continuous.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

phone?
2 A: Do you always read/Are you always reading the news on your
so it’s really
B: Yes. I usually spend/am usually spending an hour a day on the train,
convenient.

days.
5 A: All students use/are using the Internet for their homework these
all.
B: I don’t think so. Some don’t have/aren’t having Internet access at
later, June?
6 A: Do you watch/Are you watching the live broadcast of the concert
B: No, it is starting/starts at midnight. That’s too late for me!

4

State verbs

6

p. 219

Jerry … (seem) upset. What’s wrong?
… (you/know) how to use this app?
Leonor … (want) to find a British cyber friend to improve her English.
Jane … (have) her own blog about travelling.
Mitch … (prefer) talking in person to texting.
My new online friend … (not/look) very happy in her online photo.
My pen pal’s parents … (own) a small restaurant in the heart of Chester.
I … (not/understand) why you didn’t receive my email – I sent it yesterday.

Correct the sentences.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Read the complete
sentence, then the
gapped one. Identify the
grammar structure the
second sentence asks for.
This will help you
complete the gapped
sentence so that it means
the same as the first one.

Give reasons.

… (it/get) very cold in Canada during the winter months?
My pen pal … (not/live) in Porto; she … (live) in Coimbra.
I … (visit) my cyber friend Julian in America next week!
Why … (you/always/look) at your phone during dinner? It’s rude.
The Internet … (not/work) at the moment – let’s call a technician.
Digital media … (become) more popular these days.
What time … (the webinar/finish)?
… (you/chat) with your friends online every evening?

Put the verbs in brackets into the correct tense.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Watch the video. What are
state verbs? Can you name
five state verbs?

5

with tips to National
Exam task types (learning to learn)

1.1

GRAMMAR

Do you use social media always?
This app is costing a lot of money.
Rebecca chat with her friends every day.
Timothy doesn’t wants to use the Internet for his homework.
My friends and I are usually meeting on Sundays.
Adam always spends his free time online, which is really annoying.

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the
first sentence.
You must use between 3 and 5 words, including the word in bold.
1 Brian doesn’t use video conferencing to contact his friends very often.
RARELY
Brian … to contact his friends.
2 Who is the owner of this tablet? DOES
Who … to?
3 I don’t understand some people’s rude behaviour online. BEING
I don’t understand why some people … online.
4 Their meeting is planned for Saturday morning. MEETING
They … Saturday morning.

7

Writing
Write a few sentences about yourself (your daily routine, your habits,
your plans for
the weekend, etc.)
life online

1.1 13

Graded grammar exercises, leading
students to key word sentence
transformations - National Exam task types
8

VOCABULARY & LISTENING

use vocabulary related to the Internet/emails;
form compound nouns

1.1

VOCABULARY

The Internet/Emails

MEDIA

a) Label the photos. Use: eye contact, vlogging, facial expressions,
microblogging, hand gestures, video call, direct messaging, body language.

1
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Word picture association - lexical development

Categorisation
with
b) Put the ways to communicate under the correct category. Check

VERBAL COMMUNICATION

2

Which of the ways of communication in Ex. 1b do you use most? What
your partner.

3

Choose the correct verb. Check in your dictionary.
1
2
3
4

a partner.

NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION
for? Discuss with

Dictionary use

To make your computer faster, just install/upgrade a new hard drive.
Which site can I use to upload/download Drake’s new track from?
Scroll/Delete to the bottom of the page to find the ‘send message’ icon.
Do students need a password to transfer/access the school platform?

Word

1.1

can be joined
Compound nouns are nouns formed by two or more words. The two words
= e-reader), or be two
together (smart + phone = smartphone), joined with a hyphen (e + reader
separate words (digital + camera = digital camera).

VOCABULARY
4

Form compound nouns with the words in the boxes. Then use them
sentences.

key
• tablet
• user
• key •• home
• tablet
• user
• home • check
• check
1
2
3
4

14 1.1

understand discourse; follow speakers’ argumentation;
present alternatives

1.1

LISTENING

to complete the

computer • board
•• computer • board • name
name
• page• in • page
•• in

Before you listen

My new … allows me to type a lot faster.
James can remember his …, but not his password.
phone.
Sally prefers watching films on her … – the screen is bigger than on her
where they
A lot of teens use the … button on social media platforms to tell everyone

are.
5 You can find all the important information on the company’s … .

1

Read the statements and
and find
find
the key
the words.
key words.
Listen
Listen
for
words
for words
and phrases
and that
phrasesthethat
mean
same.
mean the
same.

Read the statements A, B and C. Find the key words.
A The speaker compares online and classroom courses.
B The speaker gives reasons why online courses are becoming more
attractive.
C The speaker explains the advantages and disadvantages of online
learning.
Read the text. Pay attention to the underlined words. Which speaker

life online

does it match?

More than 6 million people in the US alone are now studying online
and this number is constantly rising. Why is online learning
becoming so popular? It is clear that there are several advantages.
Firstly, it is often cheaper than attending school or university
and
many courses on offer are completely free. This means that students
who cannot afford higher education have more options available
for
them. Another benefit that online learning offers is flexibility.
Students can organise their study schedule around their work
or
family responsibilities and save both time and money as they
don’t
have to travel to classrooms and lecture halls. Online courses are
an
excellent option to help you earn that degree you need to make
your
dreams come true. All you need is to choose the best course for
you!

Rules for word building

2

While you listen
Listen and match the names (Simone, Steve and Robert) with the ideas
they
express (1-7). All the ideas apply only once. Use only one name for each
idea.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

3

Before you listen-While you

4

Simone

Steve
Robert

Listen again and decide if statements 1-6 are T (True) or F (false). Correct
the false
statements.
1
2
3
4
5
6

listen-After you listen tasks
help students develop
their listening skills.

I am looking forward to travelling more.
My peers were holding me back.
I want to study abroad when I am older.
I didn’t speak English well.
I started doing an English course by chance.
My love for music proved useful.
At first I didn’t want to learn English at all.

Simone enjoyed using the software and materials.
Simone hopes that her pen pal will visit her one day.
Steve took a less traditional approach to learning English.
Steve uses English websites for schoolwork.
Robert’s favourite part of the course were the morning lessons.
Robert discovered a new advantage to speaking English.

After you listen
CritiCal thinking What other ways can you suggest to improve:
vocabulary?
fluency? grammar? listening skills?
life online

1.1 15

Using CRITICAL THINKING , students can expand their
acquired knowledge through post-listening tasks.
9

INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE
Students are made aware of interculturality within
the thematic area. They are provided with cultural
information about aspects of life in English-speaking
countries and compare them to the culture of their
own country.

1.1
multiculturalism =
the belief that all
different cultures in a
society are equally
important

INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE

Contact with other languages
1

2
Watch the video. Why did
the British make local
populations speak English?
How did that help people
moving to the UK?

currently = at this time
resident = a person who
lives in a place
minority = a small
group
migrant = a person who
moves to another
country to live/work
citizen = a person who
lives in a city/country

Reading

INTERCULTURALITY

are
Read the dictionary definition of multiculturalism. Which of the following
ideas.
characteristics of multiculturalism? Decide in pairs. Suggest two more
own
their
as
well
as
country
host
the
of
language
the
• people speak
• people might dress differently if they want
• people celebrate their own customs and festivals
• people live in closed communities separately from the others
• people are part of society but maintain their own identity
Read the title of the text and the chart. What is the text about?
Listen and read to find out.

One
All cultures
1 Currently, approximately 7.5 million UK
residents were born in other countries – that’s
almost 1 in every 8 people, and that figure is
growing (see chart comparing non-UK
5 residents in 2001 and 2011). In fact, the UK is
such a multicultural country, that in London,
the capital city, white British are actually a
minority. Other cities, such as Manchester and
Birmingham, have similarly large migrant
10 communities that make residents there feel
like they are world citizens.
Some people claim that multiculturalism is a
‘melting pot’ of cultures. However, a melting
pot holds lots of different elements, blending
15 them together, getting rid of differences until
everything is or looks the same. True
multiculturalism, on the other hand, enjoys the
differences that all these nationalities bring. It

Thousands

800k

Most frequent country of birth for residents
from outside the UK

■ 2001
■ 2011

700k
600k
500k
400k
300k
200k
100k
0k

India

Poland

Pakistan

Republic
of Ireland

Germany

Bangladesh

Source: ONS

is about accepting various cultures, respecting
them and celebrating them under one 20
common language: English. Certainly,
multiculturalism is not without its challenges,
but it seems the UK is no longer just the home
of the British.

relate to different cultural universes; compare one’s culture to other cultures;
develop critical thinking; research online; organise/perform tasks autonomously

INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE
3

1.1

For questions 1-4, choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D).
1 What is said about non-UK born residents?
A Their children are considered UK citizens.
B They are only 8% of the total UK population.
C They prefer to live in the three largest UK cities.
D More of them live in London than white British people.

Read the questions
statementsand
and find the
underline
thekey
keywords.
words.
Read the
Listen
fortext
words
andand
study
phrases
the
chartthat
again
mean
more
the
same. to answer the
carefully
questions.

2 Which non-UK born residents has increased the most over the decade?
A Indians
B Polish
C Pakistanis
D Bangladeshis

18 1.
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3 What is true about the Irish in the UK?
A There are fewer now than in 2001.
B They are not considered non-UK born residents.
C There are over half a million of them.
D Their numbers are still growing.

Words confused
sections alert students to words
that have a similar spelling/sound
but different meaning.

The usage of quotations helps students
justify their reasoning in spoken or written
production. They are also an excellent tool to
generate discussion in class.

C

immigrate = to arrive in
a different country so
as to live there
permanently
emigrate = to leave the
country you were born
in and go to live in
another country
permanently
migrate = to move from
one place to go and
live/work in another
for a short time (used
for groups of people,
animals, etc)

4

Match the words in bold in the text with their synonyms below.
• parts • mixing • about • problems • number • real

5

Use the verbs in the box to complete the sentences.
1 Manuel was offered a job in London and decided to … from Portugal
to the UK.
2 A lot of birds … to warmer countries during the cold, winter months.
3 There is a poem on the Statue of Liberty dedicated to anyone who
wants to … to the
USA.

Speaking
6

7

CritiCal thinking Discuss
the quotation. What might it mean for
people living in foreign countries?

“

“Language and culture are the
frameworks through which humans
experience, communicate, and
understand reality.”
Lev Vygotski, Russian psychologist

Writing
digital Citizen Collect information about ethnic groups
in your country (how
many people from other nationalities live in your country, where they
come from, etc).
Draw a chart and write a text similar to the ones in Ex. 2. Present the
ethnic groups to
the class.
life online

10

“

Woords
W
used

Con f

4 What does the writer suggest about the ‘melting pot’?
A It celebrates similarities.
B It makes everyone the same.
C It is another word for multiculturalism.
D It does not bring people together.

ord
rdss
Wo
W
on fused
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DIGITAL CITIZEN Students are encouraged to use information
technology to develop their research skills and make connections
between ideas and information.

CROSS-CURRICULAR APPROACH
& PUBLIC SPEAKING SKILLS

1.2
Watch the video. Which art
forms are mentioned?

CROSS-CURRICULAR APPROACH (art & design)
establish cross-curricular relations; read/understand diverse text types; interpret explicit/implicit
information;
decode key words/ideas; express opinion; develop critical thinking; technological literacy; cross-curricular
project

The Arts

CROSS-CURRICULAR APPROACH (art & design)

Reading

dance, theatre,
Label the art forms: Use: architecture, sculpture, painting, music, literature,
filmmaking.

1

2

3

4

6

7

8

3

1

5

Missing sentences
Skim the text to get the
main idea. Read the
missing sentences and
identify the main point in
each. Read the text again
and pay attention to the
words before and after
each gap. Look for clues
e.g. reference words
(he, it, etc) or linking
words. Check that your
choice fits grammatically
and that the text makes
sense.

Read the title of the text and look at the photos. What is the text
about? Read to find out.

2

It takes a true artist to give a glimpse into the
life of a country through their art.
Here are three famous artists and three works
of art that managed just that.

glimpse = a quick look
landscape = the art of
painting places in
the countryside
volume = one of a set
of books
influence = an effect
immense = huge
in need = not having
enough money or
food
restore = to return sth
to its previous
condition

A At first glance, it doesn’t seem to be a very interesting painting. However,
17th
Johannes Vermeer’s ‘The Milkmaid’ gives us a deeper understanding of
paint
century Holland. Vermeer wasn’t a landscape painter, and he didn’t
in a
portraits of royalty. 1) … ‘The Milkmaid’ is a painting of a young girl
kitchen. That’s what it shows, but it tells us a lot more. It gives us a glimpse
of Dutch homes; where people lived, the food they prepared and the clothes
in
place
a
girl
unnamed
young
a
gave
Vermeer
all,
of
they wore. But most
life
history. 2) … Vermeer didn’t paint many pictures, but the scenes of Dutch
he left behind are now recognised as masterpieces.

F Instead, he created simple scenes of daily life.
G She now lives on in an Amsterdam art gallery, admired by millions of
visitors every

4

COLLOCATIONS Match the words in the two columns to make
collocations. Then use
them to write sentences based on the text.

1
2
3
4

6

at first
daily
box-office
life

A
life
B cycle
C glance
D
hit

Choose the correct word.
1 Pablo Picasso’s Guernica depicts the historic/historical event of the
bombing of the
Basque town Guernica in 1937.
2 She loves reading historic/historical novels.
3 The National Gallery in London is a place of special historic/historical
interest.
4 Was Don Quixote a historic/historical figure?

Speaking
7

Which work of art in the text impressed you the most? Why?

8

CritiCal thinking What do you think makes a great work of art?
Why?
Discuss in pairs.

9

digital Citizen Which art form and which work of art represent
the culture of
your country, in your opinion? Research online and collect information
about:
characteristics of the art form – characteristics of the specific work of
art – how they
help promote the culture of your country. Prepare a digital presentation
for the class.
(Assess your peers’ presentation and give feedback. Think about: organisation
–
content – delivery.)

(the
C 12-year-old Miguel wants to be a musician, but, on Dia de los Muertos

32 1.2

Match the words in bold in the text with their synonyms below.
• facts • phrases • story • kings and queens • joyful • considered

5

historic = a person or
event that will be
remembered in
history; important
historical = related to
the past or history

published
B One of the very first novels, Miguel de Cervantes’ ‘Don Quixote’, was
old man,
in two volumes, one in 1605 and another in 1615. It tells the tale of an
3) …
Don Quixote, who has read too many books and now believes he is a knight.
of 17th
realities
the
with
fiction
of
It is a historical novel that combines a world
is
language
and
culture
century Spanish life. 4) … Its influence on Spanish
world.
the
immense and the character of Don Quixote is famous throughout
speech
Cervantes also created many expressions that are now common in everyday
air.’
in Spanish, including ‘Love seeks beauty’, and ‘Promises are thinner than
is the
Day of the Dead), he accidentally travels to the Land of the Dead. This
of the
plot of 2017’s box-office hit ‘Coco’, an animation set in Mexico. The Day
Dead,
Dead takes place over a few days every November. 5) … The Day of the
their
of
lives
the
celebrate
though, is a cheerful time when Mexican families
dead relatives: they eat, dance, and play music, while gravestones are decorated
natural
a
as
with flowers and food is left for the dead. ‘Coco’ may present death
part of the life cycle, but most importantly, it celebrates Mexican culture.

Writing

arts & culture

arts & culture

1.3
Watch the video. Why is
English considered the
most important language?

year.
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PUBLIC SPEAKING SKILLS

The English language
Reading

interpret explicit/implicit information; decode key words/ideas; interact/participate in discussions;
communicate unidirectional/bidirectional; research autonomously; prepare/give a speech

INTERCULTURALITY

Match the flags to the names of countries. What do all the countries
• the UK • the USA • Australia • New Zealand • Canada • Ireland

1

1.3

PUBLIC SPEAKING SKILLS

have in common?

Types of Speeches

2

1

Parlez-vous
anglais?

Nǐ huì
shuō
yīngyǔ
ma?

3

article is
Read the task and answer the questions.
Your school is organising an event to celebrate English Language Day.
Teachers, parents and students will attend. You have been asked to give
a
speech about the importance of the English language in the business
world.

When giving a speech,
you can use numbered
cue cards with key words
so that you can
remember what you
want to say next.

1
2
3
4

6

What type of speech are you going to give?
Who are you going to speak to?
What is the speech going to be about?
What is the purpose of the speech?

Watch a student delivering a speech on the topic in Ex. 6. Number the
cue cards below
and complete the gaps (1-6) with the following words:

Students are made
aware of various types
of speeches and public
speaking techniques.

• multinational • level • official • communication • staff • performance

BENEFITS
A
• easy 1) … & cooperation
• do business anywhere
• recruit 2) … from all over the world
• people travel/advance career

PROBLEM S
B
• takes time for English-only policy
• staff may feel worth is tied to 3) …
of English
• 4) … affected/mistakes made

WHY
C
• 1 in 4 people speak English
• 1/2 a billion people use English online
• corporate language - 5) … companies
• standard 6) … language - shipping/
travel industries

Opening/Closing techniques
You can use one of the following techniques to start your speech and
attract the audience’s
attention, and to end it in a powerful way so that the members of the
audience remember it:
• ask a rhetorical question (Well, who knows what the future holds for
the English language?)
• use a quotation (The South African political leader Nelson Mandela
once said, “If you talk to a
man in a language he understands, that goes to his head. If you talk to him
in his own language,
that goes to his heart.” Today we will discuss the importance of the English
language.)
• address the audience (How many of you speak English fluently? … How
many of you speak
more than one foreign language? … / So, let me finish by asking you this:
don’t you all agree that
English is perhaps the most important language?)

or DS (Doesn’t

Britain had colonies on every continent.
Many previous colonies are now English-speaking countries.
Swedish scientists write their papers in English.
10 million websites use English.
75% of global travel is to an English-speaking country.

CritiCal thinking Think of two other situations where it is important to speak
English. Tell the class.

ExchangE/community PRogRammES

5

Do you
speak
English?

Read the article again and decide if the sentences are T (True), F (False)
Say). Then explain the words/phrases in bold.
1
2
3
4
5

Public Speaking Skills
sections help students
develop their public
speaking skills and
become confident
speakers.

Speeches can be informative (e.g. a scientific presentation), persuasive
(e.g. a political speech),
instructional (e.g. a speech about how to write a good CV) or ceremonial
(e.g. a graduation
speech).

6

5

them use English and more than 25% of all Internet
English is the most widely spoken language in the world.
users are English speakers.
Let’s see why.
newspapers, and
• Britain was once a superpower with colonies in North • Movies, music, TV, radio, magazines,
the global reach of broadcasters – like the BBC – have
America, India, Africa, Australasia and many other
helped to spread English around the world at an
dominated
Britain
Since
world.
the
around
territories
WW2.
since
rate
incredible
When
language.
global
the
world trade, English became
these countries later became independent, some • International travel has also expanded the use of
English. Around 75% of international travel is by nondecided to keep English as their official language.
native English speakers to non-English-speaking
• English is the language of business, commerce, science,
countries, but the language used is English. All pilots
medicine, law and navigation. That is why English is the
and cabin crew speak English, too.
leading language of scientific research and papers
are.
authors
the
nationality
what
matter
The fact that there are more speakers of English as a
worldwide no
taught
are
degrees
second or foreign language than there are native speakers
This also explains why most Business
in English and multinational companies require their of English shows quite clearly how much of a global
language English really is.
employees to speak English.
• English is the most common language spoken on the
Internet. Of the world’s top 10 million websites, 54% of

4
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4

Look at the picture and the title of the article. What do you think the
about? Listen and read to find out.

2

colony = a country
ruled by another
country
territory = an area of
land
commerce = buying/
selling goods
paper = a piece of
writing
broadcaster =
a company that
produces TV/radio
programme
spread = affect an
area or more
people/things
rate = a speed

3

Cross-Curricular
approach sections
help students explore
the language through
familiar concepts from
other subject areas.

Listen and check.

ds
orrds
Wo
W
on fused

C

1.2

Read the text. Five sentences have been removed from it. From the
sentences A-G,
choose the one which fits each gap (1-5). Two of the sentences do not
apply.
A As he tries to help those in need, the other characters try to restore
his mind.
B However, very few people were able to read at this time.
C You might think that it sounds rather depressing.
D It is hard to imagine our country without this work of art.
E Before, stories featured gods and heroes, but Don Quixote was about
ordinary Spanish
people.

When researching online,
use only trustworthy
internet sites (e.g. online
encyclopedias and
reliable news sources) to
find accurate and
up-to-date information.

7

a) Watch the video again. Which techniques does the speaker use to
open/close her
speech?
b) Replace these with other appropriate opening/closing techniques.

8

digital Citizen Research online and collect information
about English as the
language of new technologies: why it is the language of new technologies/benef
its/
problems. Write your speech and create numbered cue cards with the
key information.
Give your speech to the class.
ExchangE/community PRogRammES
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VOCABULARY & SPEAKING

use vocabulary related to textspeak;
learn prepositions, phrasal verbs, idioms

1.1

VOCABULARY

Textspeak
Match the abbreviations in bold to their meanings (A-H).

1

1 Just finished! OMW now
(text + speak) is the
type of language and
spelling (often used by
teens when texting)
that contains short
forms of words and
phrases.

2 Hey, WUZUP? U OK?
3 GL on your test 2morrow

C please text back

4 Got 2 go. TTYL!

D talk to you later

5 Did U get my txt? PTB

E What’s up?

6 Gr8 2 hear from U

F On my way

7 GRATZ 4 the new job

G Congratulations

8 txt you. B4N

H good luck

Notions and functions for everyday
communication and model dialogues
help students understand the flow of
communication.

Fill in: in, on, from, to, with. Check in your dictionary.

Nowadays, thanks 1) … technology, it’s easier than
ever to communicate 2) … others online. New
friendships are formed with people from other
countries, and the Internet has made it possible to
keep 3) … touch with each other, without having
to actually meet. Some people argue that online

VOCABULARY

4

friendships aren’t real friendships, but others believe
that, when times are difficult, you can count 4) …
online friends just as well as any other friends. Also,
it’s always great to hear 5) … somebody who
shares the same ideas and interests as you, even if
they live thousands of kilometres away.

communicate effectively; collaborate in pairs;
adapt a discourse to appropriate register

1

I called him 6 times but I still can’t …
Please don’t … the phone! I need to talk to you.
What happened? We got … during our phone conversation.
We can try to … her … later, when she isn’t so busy.
A

Idioms (related to communication)

matches the
Match the idioms 1-3 in bold with their meanings (A-C). Which idiom
cartoon?
else is trying to
sb
what
understand
A
we
1 We used to be best friends but
tell you
lost touch.
to sb
email
or
note
short
a
write
B
2 Drop me a line whenever you can.
C stop communicating
3 I stopped replying to his texts but he
still doesn’t get the message.

Greetings/Addressing people/Making acquaintances/
Introducing people/Saying goodbye
a) Read the two dialogues. Complete the gaps (1-6) with these words:
meet, look, nice,
introduce, welcome, pleased.

A: Good morning Ms Sanders. How are you today?
B: Hello Mr Banks. I’m very well thank you, and yourself?
A: Fine, thank you. Please allow me to 1) … Miss Maya Webster, our new
Chemistry teacher.
Miss Webster, this is Ms Fiona Sanders, our school counsellor.
B: I’m very 2) … to meet you, Miss Webster. Welcome aboard. I 3) …
forward to working
with you.
A:
B:
A:
B:

B

life online

b)

2
3
4

FORMAL

Greetings

INFORMAL

Idioms teach students about the figurative meanings
of certain thematically-linked phrases and help them
broaden their understanding of the English language.

1.1

SPEAKING

call sb back: to phone sb again/phone sb who called earlier
cut sb off: to disconnect
get through: to contact by phone
hang up: to end a phone conversation

Complete the sentences with the correct phrasal verb.
1
2
3
4

5

20 1.1

Phrasal Verbs are highlighted in each
thematic area to help students understand
their meaning.

Prepositions

3

Create a Phrasal Verbs Bank
in your notebook and write
down all the phrasal verbs
you learn. Remember to
revise them regularly!

B bye for now

What is its
Do you usually use textspeak when you chat with your friends online?
biggest advantage? Are there any disadvantages? Discuss in pairs.

2

1.1

A great

Hey Sam! You OK?
Yeah, thanks Andy. What’s up?
This is Tom. He’s new here at the science club; I’m just taking him to 4)
… Miss Tucker.
5) … to meet you, Tom. 6) … to the club. Got to run now. Catch you both
later!
Listen and check.

Which dialogue is formal and which is informal? Give reasons.
Take roles and read the dialogues aloud. Mind your intonation.
Replace the underlined phrases in the dialogues with phrases from
the Useful
Language box.

Addressing
people

Making
acquaintances

Saying
goodbye

Introducing

Hello! Good morning/
Men: Mr, Sir
afternoon/evening!
Women: Ms, Miss, Mrs,
How are you?/
Madam
I hope you are doing well.
Other titles: Dr/Doctor,
Professor

Pleased to meet you.
How do you do?
It’s (truly) an honour/
a pleasure to meet you.

I’d like you to meet …
Let/Allow me to introduce
…
May I introduce … .

Hi! Hey!
Hi there!
What’s up? You ok?
Alright?
How’s it going?

Goodbye./
Have a nice day.
It was great to meet you.
I look forward to seeing/
meeting you again.

Nice to meet you./I’m so
glad/Great to finally meet
you./I’ve heard so much
about you.

This is ...
(I want you to) Meet …,
Here’s …
Have you met …?

(Bye-) Bye!
See you (later/soon).
Speak soon!
Have a good one.
Cheerio!
So long. Take care.

(first name), mum, dad, sis,
bro, mate, etc.
Hey everyone/all!
Hi, guys! Hello boys and
girls.

5

Use phrases from Ex. 4 to act out dialogues similar to the ones in Ex.
1.
• Your new pen friend is visiting your country on holiday. Introduce him/her
to
your parents.
• You have a new English teacher at school. Introduce yourself to him/her.

life online

Useful language tables help students communicate
in everyday situations (formal/informal).

12
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WRITING

Variety of writing task types

1.1

WRITING

An informal letter/email to a pen friend

Before you write
You have received the following email from your new pen friend. Read
choose the correct tense.

1

the email and

Hi Emily,
Beatriz
Wow! I’m over the moon to have an Australian pen friend. My name’s
with my
and I’m sixteen years old. I 1) live/’m living in Amadora in Portugal
sister.
baby
my
and
parents
quite slim
I’m of medium height with long, wavy, red hair and green eyes. I’m
photo.
and I wear glasses. Look! They 2) slip/’re slipping off my nose in the
and I
cheerful,
and
Maybe because my nose is too small! I’m really sociable
3) ‘m loving/love making new friends like you!
a tutor
I 4) started/was starting English six years ago at school, but I have
English
now as I 5) study/’m studying for exams these days. I like learning
all
them
texting
texted/was
6)
I
UK.
the
in
and I’ve even got some friends
morning – in English of course!
Write
hour.
an
in
mall
the
at
mates
my
meeting/meet
’m
7)
I
Got to go now.
back and tell me all about yourself, Emily.

Model text to guide students

Writing tips help students develop their
writing techniques.

Bye for now,
Beatriz

Find examples of informal style in the email in Ex. 1.

2
3
ng
When writi ails/
friendly emuse
letters, we le:
informal sty

1.1

• everyday vocabulary
and omission of
pronouns
(Hope to hear from
you soon.)
• colloquial
expressions and
idioms
(Thought I’d drop
you a line.)
• phrasal verbs
(I get on well with
most of my
classmates.)
• short verb forms
(I’m, I can’t, I don’t)

22 1.1

Replace the words/phrases in bold in the extracts below with the ones
• It’s fantastic • I was so happy
• My name’s

in the lists.

• Write back soon! • Well, that’s all for now.
• Can’t wait to hear from you.

WRITING
Hi Olly,
1) It was a great pleasure to get
your email. 2) It is excellent to
have a pen friend in England. 3) I
am called Emilio and I live in
Lisbon.

Complete the table with words from the email in Ex. 1.
short, tall,

Height:

skinny, thin, plump, overweight,
shoulder-length, short, spiky, brown, fair, red, blonde,

Weight:
Hair:
Nose:

small, round, blue, brown,
big, long, straight, hooked,

Special features:

freckles, spots, scar,

Eyes:

An informal letter/email to a pen friend

4) I have to end my email at this
point. 5) I look forward to hearing
from you. 6) Please send your
reply as soon as possible.
All the best,
Emilio

Describing people

4

plan and write an informal email; choose the correct register;
carry out peer-assessment (accept/give feedback)

6

Elements students need in
different writing styles

Choose the correct adjective. Check in your dictionary.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

life online

1.1

Character qualities

5
When we describe
negative character
qualities, we use mild
language. e.g. I’m a bit
disorganised. /I can be
selfish sometimes.

WRITING

I’m a bit selfish/careless sometimes as I don’t always like sharing things
with others.
My teachers say I’m honest/responsible; they can trust me with lots of
jobs.
He can be quite rude/lazy and he behaves in an impolite way to others.
She can be so stubborn/jealous at times! She won’t change her mind
easily.
I’m rather curious/ambitious – I already know what job I want to do and
how to get it.
My friends say that I’m quite funny/sensible because I’ve got a great sense
of humour.
My brother can be serious/immature at times – he’s eighteen but acts
like he’s ten.
I love painting and writing my own stories so I’m definitely a creative/cheerf
ul person.
Pam’s very generous/confident and believes in herself.
Why are you being so bossy/impatient? You can’t tell others what to do!

While you write
a) Read the task and answer the questions.
You received an email from your new pen friend. Write a reply to him/her.
Write about
your physical appearance, your personality, the things you like/dislike
doing and about
your experience learning English. (120-150 words)

Remember to use
present tenses to
describe yourself and
your likes/dislikes and
past tenses to describe
your experiences.

1 What are you going to write? Who to? What about?
2 How many words should your piece of writing be?
b) Use your answers in Ex. 6a to write your email. Follow the plan.

Plan
Hi + first name,

Introduction

Step-by-step writing plans

Para 1: Introduce yourself (name, age, where from)

Main Body

Para 2: your physical appearance/personality/likes & dislikes
Para 3: your experience learning English

Conclusion
Para 4: closing remarks (All the best,/Regards,/Best wishes,/Yours,/Bye
for now,/Speak soon,)
(your first name)

After you write

Students are encouraged to
review and assess their pieces
of writing (self-assessment/
peer-assessment).

7
■
■
■
■
■

Swap your writing with a partner. Check each other’s work. Tick (✓)
the boxes.
appropriate opening/closing remarks
appropriate informal style
organised in paragraphs with the correct information in each one
no grammar, spelling or punctuation mistakes
correct number of words
life online
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13

GLOBAL CITIZENS & DEBATE

Based on attitudes and values, students develop
their self-identity as global citizens.

1

GLOBAL CITIZENS

Developing empathy

INTERCULTURALITY

developing
Read the title of the article and the introduction. Think of one way of
article.
empathy. Listen and read to find out if this way is mentioned in the

1

another
Showing empathy involves being able to recognise, understand and share
intercultural
person’s point of view, thoughts and feelings. Learning empathy, especially
How can we do
empathy, is an important life skill that everyone should try to develop.
ways.
this? Well, there are several

The phrase cold
fish was first
used by William
Shakespeare in
The Winter’s Tale.

2
crucial = very
important
prejudice = an opinion
formed without
knowing sb or sth
well
reserve judgement =
to not form an
opinion too quickly
comment = to express
an opinion
equality = having the
same rights and
opportunities
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Learn about other cultures. This is crucial
for developing intercultural empathy. We
can use books or the Internet, but the best
way is to talk directly to someone from
another culture and ask them to share their
knowledge and experiences with us.
Think about our own cultural heritage. It
is important to examine our attitude
towards what we consider ‘normal’. For
example, the clothes we find acceptable to
wear, the food we like to eat, how we feel
about work, marriage, money and other aspects
of life. By reflecting on our own experiences,
we can understand what prejudices we may
have developed towards other ways of life.

Learn to express our own feelings. If we
can do this in a calm and reasonable way,
then others may be more likely to share their
feelings with us. After all, no one wants to
pour their heart out to a cold fish.

Always reserve judgement. Although
judging other people is natural, think twice
before you form an opinion about them.
Instead, try to put yourself in their shoes
to understand them and their actions better.

All in all, empathy is a particularly important
life skill. It helps us to become global citizens
who understand the world and our place in it,
and to work towards equality for everyone.

Practise active listening. This means
listening with the aim of really hearing what
the other person is saying and trying to
learn about their experience and understand
their point of view without commenting on
everything they say.
Don’t confuse empathy with sympathy.
Empathy is not about feeling pity for a
person, it is understanding how they feel and
how they experience the world.

Read the article again and match the empathetic responses (A-F) to
the text (1-6). Then explain the words/phrases in bold.
A
B
C
D
E
F

Step-by-step guidance on how to
organise a debate within different themes

the tips given in

“It sounds like you are feeling disappointed.”
“I’ve always wondered why we Brits have such a dry sense of humour.”
“I feel a bit upset about what you just said.”
“I’d love to hear all about life in your village.”
“If that happened to me, I would feel frustrated too.”
time.”
“Well, I’m not sure why he did that. Perhaps he’s going through a tough

3

CritiCal thinking Do any of these examples apply in a school environment?
Discuss with your partner.

4

you say to the
Read the situations below. How would you show empathy? What would
person? Discuss in pairs.
the rules of a
• A classmate who has just moved to your country does not understand

interpret explicit/implicit information/points of views; decode key words/ideas;
interact/participate in discussion; relate to what one reads; develop critical thinking

DEBATE

1

A debate is an activity in which two opposing teams make speeches to present
and
support their arguments on a specific topic and disagree with the arguments
of the other
team. The topic about which the two teams argue is called a motion.

game.
another student
• A classmate is wearing a piece of clothing related to their culture and
made fun of it.

A world of mAny lAnguAges

1

Read the debate motion below and then watch a speaker present their
arguments. Is the speaker taking a position FOR or AGAINST the motion?

2

Watch the video again and make notes.

Social media has improved communication between teens.

Astonishing facts, that make learning
more interesting

The best way to organise
a speech is to break it into
three main arguments.
Then, present each
argument and support it
with reasons and
examples (supporting
arguments).

main arguments: social media…

1 allows for global communication.
2 is a tool for creativity.
3 can offer teens a support network.

3

supporting arguments

1
2
3

a) Read the extracts from speeches in which the speakers present their
arguments
for/against the motion in Ex. 1. Are their arguments well-presented
? Are they
supported with reasons and examples? Explain why/why not.
A From our point of view, social media can affect teens’ self-esteem. For
instance,
there is a lot of online bullying and trolling on social media. This can make
teens
lose their self-confidence and, in extreme cases, can make them depressed.
B In my opinion, social media is extremely beneficial! It helps teens communicate
with each other and make new friends no matter where they are in the world.
At the same time, there are so many platforms to choose from.
C To my mind, teens post too much personal information online. So, parents
have to monitor their kids’ email accounts, use parental controls, check
who they are texting and what they are posting on social media.
D We firmly believe that it’s better to be safe than sorry. For instance, parents
and teachers
could discuss issues like digital safety, cyberbullying and keeping personal
information
private with teens. Educating teens means keeping them safe in the digital
world.

Guided projects for
debates with useful language

b) Underline the phrases the speakers used to introduce their main
point and their
supporting arguments.

4

You have been asked to make the speech against the motion in Ex.
1. Plan your speech,
thinking of the three main points you wish to make and its supporting
arguments. You
can use phrases from the Useful Language box below.

Presenting arguments
We/I think/believe that … because …/In my
opinion,/From my point of view, …/My view/
opinion/belief is that …/I have no doubt that
…/I am sure/I am certain that …/This brings
me to my second/third point, …

Supporting arguments
For instance,/example, …/Let me give you
some examples./According to research by
…,/Recent research shows that …/
Scientists claim that …

Summarising
To sum up, it is my firm belief that …/To
recap the main points, …/To summarise
my position in this debate, …/In summary,
we want to point out that …/Let me
conclude by saying that…
A world of mAny lAnguAges
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REVIEW & READER
Review sections for students to revise the content of each module

1

REVIEW

Reading

1

Read the article and for questions 1-5, choose
the correct answer (A, B, C or D).
1 The article
A highlights the importance of learning apps.
B explains why some people learn languages
better.
C provides advice to foreign language learners.
D discusses common mistakes by learners.

LANGUAGE
LEARNING TIPS
With automatic language translation apps, you might
ask yourself “why bother learning another language”?
Well, learning foreign languages is rewarding on many
levels and the close connection of a native language to
its people means that you will gain a deeper insight into
the country’s culture. It is also a good workout for the
brain, improving memory and delaying the aging
process. Here are some tips to get you started.
Start small It’s easy to get over-excited in the beginning
and study for hours. However, a new language can take
a long time to learn, so it’s important to organise your
time so as not to get frustrated and burn out too quickly.
Track progress Try to set small goals each week and make
a note of your achievements in your target language:
you ordered something for the first time; you had your
first conversation; you finally understood that grammar
structure you’ve been stuck on for ages. Doing these
things will help keep you motivated to continue.
Share the experience Tell others what you are doing, or
even better, have someone join you in your learning
experience. This way, you can help each other to
achieve your personal goals.
Download language apps There are many popular apps,
dictionaries, and language games out there, which are
perfect for looking up words or just getting a few minutes
of practice every day.
Join online groups You can find lots of online communities
that support language learners. These offer their members
the opportunity to exchange materials and get extra
practice, but also to make new friends and share their
language experiences.
Don’t give up Everyone learns at a different speed, and
there are always times when you feel you’re not making
enough progress. Just remember that even polyglots –
people who speak several different languages fluently
– have all gone through similar phases. The only things
you need are patience and determination to continue
your language learning journey.
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REVIEW

REVIEW

A world of mAny lAnguAges

D make you smarter.
3 What does “it” refer to (ℓ. 6)?
A language learning
B native language
C a country’s culture

5

D brain workout
4 Which word could replace “get” in the text
(ℓ. 29)?
C bring
A take
D buy
B have
5 What does the author say about polyglots?

10

15

A
B
C
D

20

30

35

They can learn languages easily.
They are patient and determined.
They also face difficulties.
They progress faster.
(5x4=20)

2

Speaking
Match the exchanges.
1 I’d like you to meet Professor Evans.
2 I’m calling to ask for some information about
language courses.
3 This is Fiona. She’s new at the school.
4 Please could you tell me how to use this
language-learning app?
5 Got to run. See you later.
A
B
C
D
E

Hi, nice to meet you. Welcome!
Bye! Take care.
It’s truly an honour to meet you.
Certainly. I’d be happy to show you.
Of course. What would you like to know?
(5x2=10)

Listening
Listen to the interview. For questions 1-4,
choose the correct answer (A, B or C).

Vocabulary
Choose the correct word. Then fill in: from, in, on,
out, over.

Choose the correct item.
1 Sam thinks that learning Portuguese is even
more/the most difficult than learning French.
2 Did the students get along well with each/
every other?
3 There are 25 students in my class, most of who/
whom speak at least two foreign languages.
4 Do you like this large black marble/black large
marble sculpture?
5 John taught himself/myself to speak Russian.
6 Tara was born in the/– France, but she lives in
the/– UK now.
7 I am not used to get/getting up early in the
morning.
8 I listened/was listening to music last night
when my headphones suddenly stopped.
9 This new smartphone is expensive. It is costing/
costs €800!
10 Let’s go to the cinema tonight to watch the new
James Bond film. It is starting/starts at 8.
(10x2=20)

(4x5=20)

4

Grammar

5

1 The purpose of the interview is to
A discuss why languages change.
B compare past and modern languages.
C show how the Internet affects languages.
2 The main reason languages change is
A globalisation.
B a combination of things.
C technology.
3 Portmanteaus are
A English and foreign word combinations.
B new words added to the English dictionary.
C words formed by blending two other words.
4 The professor says that new words
A shouldn’t be added to the dictionary.
B are relevant to the current time.
C can’t be considered proper English.

2 Learning a foreign language can
A make you more confident as a person.
B improve certain brain functions.
C teach you more about your mother tongue.

1

25

3

6

1 To register/attend for the online course, you
must apply … writing.
2 Let’s go … the lyrics once more before we
upload/upgrade the song to the cloud.
3 The band wants to rehearse/release the new
song once more before it comes … .
4 Based … her body expression/language, I can
tell how she feels.
5 I’ve just heard … Sam. He’s studying Scottish
Gaelic, an official/endangered language.

Writing
Read the rubric and write your story.
An online English teen magazine has asked its
readers to post stories that begin with this
sentence: Last summer I had the time of my life.
Write your story for the magazine (120-150
words). Your story should include:
• an English course • a new friend
(20 points)
(Total: 100)

(5x2=10)

Now I can …
Listening Comprehension
✓ understand fluid discourse
✓ integrate my own experience and
knowledge from other subject areas
Written Comprehension
✓ understand diverse text types
✓ decode key words/ideas
✓ understand author’s point of view/
opinion
✓ understand explicit/implicit information
in texts

Average ★

Good ★★

Oral Interaction
✓ use alternative forms of expression/
comprehension
✓ interact/participate in discussions
Oral production
✓ express myself clearly
✓ produce statements to describe or give
information/opinion
Written Interaction
✓ respond to an email

Very good ★★★

Written production
✓ plan written activities
✓ integrate my experience from other
subject areas
✓ use acquired knowledge to meet the
needs of written task
Intercultural domain
✓ recognise distinct intercultural realities
✓ compare my world to the world of others
A world of mAny lAnguAges

Modular
self-assessment
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Classical Literature
(adaptation)
Reader

Reading and Listening
comprehension tasks
“No. I made a promise to defend King and country, and I cannot
break it.”
“If you are not with us, then you are against us. The people are
dying. We must act now.”
That night I hardly slept. I hoped the King would end the war
and feed his people. But I knew he would not.

1

No man has ever escaped from the prison on the island of St
Marguerite. Only madmen and those mad enough to plot against
the King are put there.
Aramis, Athos and Porthos rowed into the cave. Aramis and
Athos were dressed as priests, and Porthos as a boatman. He
stayed with the boat and Aramis and Athos climbed the steps to
the thick door. The guard’s eye appeared at the small grille.
“What do you want?”
“A prisoner is to be executed tomorrow. We will hear his last
confession. It is the man in the iron mask. Here is Monsieur
Fouquet’s signature.”
“Oh, yes. He brought him here eight years ago. I think he has
gone mad.”
The guard let them in and led the way through the prison. He let
them into the cell and closed the door. Then they saw the man.
His clothes were torn and dirty and a black, roughly made iron
mask covered his head.
“We have come to help you,” Aramis said. The man made no sound.
“Philippe, we know who you are. But you don’t know who you
really are. You are an important man.”
“Who?”
The man had not spoken for so long, one word seemed an effort.
“You are the King’s twin. No one knows you are still alive, not
even the King. We have come to help you.”
Aramis took off his robe. Athos strapped the man to Aramis’
body with several thick leather belts. Luckily, he was small and
thin. When Aramis put on his robe again, you could hardly tell he
was under it. And in the darkness no one would know.
“Guard let us out. You were right. He is quite mad.”
The guard led the way back.
“Why don’t you eat with me and my companions? Monsieur
Fouquet will be here soon. I saw his boat approaching.”
“Thank you, but we have to get back.”
Aramis panicked. He had not expected Fouquet to arrive yet.
They could see his boat coming through the iron gate and
hurried to leave. Aramis watched as the guard spoke to Fouquet
who then turned towards them and shouted,
“Hey! Who are you?”
Neither Aramis nor Athos replied.
“Lower the gate! At once!”
When they reached it, there was just enough room for the boat
to pass underneath. Porthos was rowing fast, but Fouquet was
gaining ground.
“As soon as we reach the bank, run for the horses. Athos and I
will fight off Fouquet and his men.”
At the shore, Aramis and Philippe ran towards the horses.
Fouquet and five men jumped out of their boat. Athos and
Porthos dealt with the men easily. Soon they were riding off
towards Paris, with Fouquet shouting after them, “You will not
get away with this! I will hunt you down and kill every last one
of you!”

the man in the iron mask

EPISODE 1

Before you read

1

Read the information about Alexandre

Dumas and answer the questions

that follow.

Alexandre Dumas

Alexandre Dumas was born in 1802 in
Villers-Cotterets, France. His
father was a general in the French Army
but died when Dumas was
only four. His family was poor, and he
received little education. His
handwriting was so elegant, though, that
he was employed as a clerk
in the household of the future King, Louis
Philippe. There he began
reading and, later, writing. Dumas wrote
plays and historical novels,
including The Three Musketeers and
The Man in The Iron Mask.
They tell the story of swordsmen fighting
for justice in the service of
King Louis XIV and include a plot to
hide the existence of his twin
brother Philippe. Dumas died in 1870.

1
2
3
4
5
6

2
3

CritiCal thinking Who do you
think the Man in the Iron Mask is?
Do you know what a musketeer is?
What do you think their job was? Have
you heard of
the Three Musketeers? Who were
they? Read the first paragraph of
the text to check.

4

Listen to and read the episode. Mark
the sentences as T (true) or F (false).
Correct
the false sentences.

Listening
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

5

203

Where and when was Alexandre Dumas
born?
What did his father do?
How old was Dumas when his father
died?
Who did Dumas work for?
What are two historical novels he wrote?
How old was Dumas when he died?

D’Artagnan works for the King of France.
Louis decides to give the French people
food from the armies’ supplies.
Athos has a plan to get rid of Louis.
All the prisoners are traitors or madmen.
The musketeers are wearing disguises.
Philippe knows why he is in prison.
Aramis knew Fouquet would visit the
prison.
The Musketeers kill Fouquet’s men.
Listen again and circle the names
Athos

204

Louis
Fouquet

of the Musketeers.

D’Artagnan

Porthos

Aramis

the man in the iron mask
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Flipped classroom
video (asynchronous lesson)

Lesson in accordance with
Aprendizagens Essenciais

Teacher’s Book

Suggested available
resources

Key to exercises
Track indicator

Workbook
Includes:
• Reinforcement exercises (Reading, Grammar, Vocabulary, Listening &
Writing)
• Grammar explanations in
Portuguese
• Prepare for the
test (perfect for
self-study, with
answer key at
the back of the
book)
• Practice Tests
(National Exam
format)

Teacher’s Workbook
16

Includes keys in margins

PLANNING
A wide range
of lesson
plans to choose
from!

Planning

Lesson, module and annual plans:
• Available in a printed version throughout the duration of the course
• Text editable in Word®
• Available for download at

PLANO DE AULA
LESSON PLAN 1

1.1 Life Online
Reading - 50 min

MODULE 1
A world of many languages

APRENDIZAGENS ESSENCIAIS & PERFIL DO ALUNO
Área temática: Um Mundo de Muitas Línguas
sobre o
Ler e compreender um texto sobre redes sociais para falar
tema e dar a sua opinião.
Nota: As Aprendizagens Essenciais e o Perfil do Aluno estarão
especificados nas planificações de módulo e anual.

LEARNING
PATHWAY

pp. 10 - 11

Summary: Presenting and activating
knowledge related to A World of many
Languages. Watching a video and reading
the text My Social Media – Social Life. Doing
comprehension exercises.
Talking about the drawbacks of social media.

Class: ______
Lesson no.: ______
Date: ___/___/____

Time

RESOURCES

ACTIVITIES
(flipped classroom videos) que
Ao longo do livro serão disponibilizadas indicações de vídeos
que permitem uma primeira
poderão ser atribuídos como trabalho de casa. São vídeos temáticos
em sala de aula para a prática
abordagem do aluno aos novos conteúdos, reservando o tempo
entre outras atividades.
da oralidade, debates, apresentações, trabalhos de pares e grupo,

Watch the

and read the text My Social Media – Social Life.

Presentation Clear up any doubts regarding vocabulary.

Audio track 2

think a pen/cyber friend
Ask the students to explain quickly, one at a time what they
is and if they have online friendships.
e Desenvolvimento:
Teacher’s Tip: This topic can be used in a class of Cidadania

Student´s Book pp. 10-11
Digital License
(available at

Media.

Practice

Complete comprehension exercises.
mentioned in ex.
Divide the class in 2 groups, ask each group to rank the drawbacks
the groups to check
9 and to justify their choices. Organise a discussion between
the differences.

Production

Ex. 8 and 9 p. 11 – Spoken Production
and Spoken Interaction

Extra Reading Worksheet 1.1 (1, 2)

LESSON PLAN 2

HOMEWORK

SUGGESTED ASSESSMENT

DIFFERENTIATION
(Multilevel Approach)

APRENDIZAGENS ESSENCIAIS & PERFIL DO ALUNO

LEARNING
PATHWAY

formas

Watch the videos at the beginning of
pp. 12-13 and answer the questions in the
video box.
Workbook: Reading pp. 4-5

1.1 Life Online
Grammar - 50 min

MODULE 1
A world of many languages

Interpretar informação sobre hábitos e rotinas para selecionar
.
adequadas dos verbos no Present simple e Present continuous
Nota: As Aprendizagens Essenciais e o Perfil do Aluno estarão
especificados nas planificações de módulo e anual.

describe.

the Present simple,
Watch a PPT summarising the information about the use of
to practice the content.
Present continuous and State verbs. Complete the exercises

Production

Ask the students to write sentences about their own daily
for the weekend.

DIFFERENTIATION
(Multilevel Approach)
Extra Grammar Worksheet 1.1 (1, 2)

routines, habits or plans

SUGGESTED ASSESSMENT
Grammar Quiz 1

Class: ______
Lesson no.: ______
Date: ___/___/____

Time

RESOURCES

ACTIVITIES

Practice

pp. 12 - 13

Summary: Revising the use of the Present
simple and Present continuous. Revising the
State verbs. Completing exercises within the
presented thematic area.

Present simple/Present
Clear up any doubts students may have about the use of the
continuous and State verbs.
Presentation
that the verbs in bold
Read the email and ask the students to identify the situations

20

)

Teacher’s Interactive ebook

to keep in touch with
In pairs, think about the pros and cons of using social media
friends and present their ideas to the class.

Student´s Book pp. 12-13 and pp.
GR1-GR2
Digital License
(available at

)

Teacher’s Interactive ebook
PPT Present simple and Present
continuous (available at
)
PPT State verbs (available at
)

HOMEWORK
Workbook: Grammar pp. 6-7
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1

1

PowerPoint ® presentations

2

1

2

1

3

2

4

3

5

4

6

5

7

6

3

2
4

3
5

4
6

5
7

6

7

7

• 39 Grammar PowerPoint® presentations
• 12 Writing PowerPoint® presentations
• 4 Public Speaking PowerPoint® presentations
• Text editable in PowerPoint®
• Available for download at

Matching the
themes of the
Aprendizagens
Essenciais!

95

Videos

• 41 Grammar videos
• 24 Text-based videos
• 24 Flipped classroom videos (asynchronous lessons)
• 4 Global citizens videos
• 2 Debate videos
• Available for download at

DIGI UP Trivia Games
• Available in the Teacher’s Interactive Ebook

18

Songs
• Thematically - related modern songs
• Comprehension tasks
• Available for download at

READING

VOCABULARY

GRAMMAR

Editable text

Editable text

Editable text

72 Extra worksheets
• 24 Reading
• 24 Vocabulary
• 24 Grammar

And much more available at
19

REVIEW WORKSHEETS

(3.º ciclo)

• Vocabulary & Grammar review worksheets (B1/B1.1)
to reinforce acquired knowledge in previous levels.

Editable

text!

Available for download at

Teacher’s Interactive Ebook
With this software, teachers can access the book’s
interactive exercises, extra features and assessment
tools. They can also share the screen with their classes
making their lessons much more appealing and
dynamic.

Offline - No login - No installation
20

Assessments
• Tables of suggested assessment tools
• Diagnostic test + Key
• Quizzes
• Grammar & Vocabulary
• Keys + Audioscripts + Rubrics + Assessment Grids

• Suggested assignments
• Assignments + Rubrics

• Tests (editable text and ready to use)
• Listening tests
• Unit tests
- Level 1
- Level 2

• Speaking
• Speaking cards + Rubrics + Assessment Grids

• Debate - Guide: How to organise a formal debate
• Self-assessment forms
• Peer-assessment forms

SELF-ASS
UNIT 1.1
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____________
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____________

____________

é

for

FORMAL
A

B

Greet B. Ask if everything is OK.
(Hello/Good morning. How are you?)

Greet A. Reply to A’s greeting.
(Hello. Thank you, I’m fine.)

Reply and introduce the person you are with.
(Fine thank you. Please
meet/I’d like you to meet/Allow me to
introduce Mr/Dr... . He/She is ……)

Greet B. Ask if everything is OK.
(Hey!/ What’s up? You OK?)
Reply and introduce the person you are with.
(Great, thanks. This is…/Have you met…? .)

éé éé
é

Intercultura
l
competenc
e

Respond.
(It is great to meet you. Pleased to meet you!)
B Listen to the
Say goodbye. (Goodbye. Have a nice day.)
INFORMAL

A

ESSMEN

ACK

Strategic Skills

A4

ILLS FEEDB

Module 1

Greetings/Addressing people/Making acquaintances/
Introducing people/Saying goodbye

mat

EAKING SK

Communica
tion Skills

PART A |
Listening
A

SPEAKING (p.21)
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B

Greet A. Reply to A’s greeting.
(Hi! How’s it going?)
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Respond.
(Nice to meet you! I’ve heard so much about you!)
Say goodbye.
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SALA DIGITAL

A Leirilivro criou uma nova plataforma digital desenvolvida especialmente para responder às necessidades
dos professores.
Com uma navegação rápida e intuitiva, nunca foi tão fácil criar turmas, estruturar e corrigir testes, assim como,
aceder a todos os seus manuais e recursos extra.
Entre na Sala Digital e confira tudo o que conseguirá fazer!

A NOVA PLATAFORMA
ONLINE DA LEIRILIVRO PARA
PROFESSORES E ALUNOS!

Atribuir trabalhos para casa

Criar e gerir as su

as turmas

dos
Conferir o progresso
22

seus alunos

Copiar links e partilhá-los em programas
externos (MoodleTM, Microsoft TeamsTM,
Google ClassroomTM, etc.)

Aceder e usar centenas de materiais,
do Banco de Recursos (PowerPoint®
vídeos, jogos…)

Criar testes ou escolher modelos
predefinidos, com correção automática*
(*exceto em perguntas abertas e
composições)

escolha as
Ao criar o seu teste, s que prefere:
unta
tipologias de perg
• Escolha múltipla
• Ligação de pares
• Verdadeiro ou falso
• etc.
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